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FALLEN Men's basketball fell to Pitt in the first round of the NCAA Tournament. - SEE SPORTS, Bl BALLIN' 
Bush begins fight in Orlando 
ALEX BABCOCK 
Managing Editor 
President George W. Bush jabbed 
at Democratic challenger John Kerry 
and praised America's efforts in Iraq 
Saturday in his first public re-election 
rally, held in Orlando. 
"My opponent said that Saddam 
Hussein was a threat," Bush said. "He 
just didn't support my qecision to 
remove Saddam from power. Maybe 
he was hoping Saddam would lose 
the next Iraqi election," Bush 
_quipped, to laughter and cheers from 
a packed auditorium. 
The president's rally came less 
than two weeks after Kerry launched 
his own presidential campaign with a 
town hall meeting in Orlando. Both 
candidates have said that Central 
Florida will be a frequent destination 
for their campaigns. 
More than 10,000 supporters 
attended the rally, including about 50 
members of UCF's College Republi-
cans. The club was given early access 
to the Orange County Convention 
Center auditorium where Bush 
would speak, allowing them to be 
near the stage. 
"There's a big election coming up 
and I thought I'd come down for a lit-
tle spring training," Bush said, after 
approaching the podium before a · 
roaring crowd. 
Bush's 40-minute speech also tout-
ed the importance of tax cuts to the 
economy, along with support for vet-
erans' benefits and health care. Most 
of his comments centered on nation-
al s~curity, though, and the iinpor-
tance of taking action to defend 
America 
,;We confronted the dangers of · 
state-sponsored terror and the threat 
of weapons of mass destruction," 
Bush said, referring to military opera-
tions in Iraq and Afghanistan. He also 
said, "Today no friend or enemy 
doubts the word of the United States 
of America" 
As the crowd intermittently· 
cheered, clapped and waved pro-
Bush signs, a decidedly less Bush-
friendly crowd qi.assed on street cor-
ners near the entrance to the 
Convention Center, waving signs 
condemning Bush's handling of the 
economy and other issues. 
Rob Thomas, a .painter from 
Kissimmee, stood in a stoic pose with 
a yellow poster board sign across his 
· chest, reading "Need ride to work, it's 
now in China!" He said Bush's poli-
cies made finding a job with benefits. 
so difficult he had to move from 
Philadelphia to find one. His hard-
ships change his mind on Bush. "I 
thought he needed four more years -
but after what's going on overseas, I 
don't think so anymore. It's hard to 
find a job these days. It's all of these 
jobs that're going overseas." 
About 50 protesters stood at the 
intersection as Bush's motorcade 
arrived, most of them holding red 
. helium balloons with "Bush's $5.2 tril-
lion deficit" on them. 
Among the guests inside intro-
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President George W. Bush rallied about 10,ooo"supporters at the Orange County Convention Center Saturday. 
Policy Ol). se~al discriminatioti again on hold 
ANDRES HEALY 
Senior Staff Writer 
New degree programs and a 
change in policy regarding hiring and 
firing of employees will be on the 
agenda when the UCF Board of 
Trustees meets Thursday. But 
trustees will not consider a policy to 
ban discrimination on campus based 
on sexual orientation. 
Trustees were due to vote on the 
discrimination policy, which has the 
endorsement of the Faculty Senate, at 
their January meeting. However, 
under pressure from the campus 
chapter of United Faculty of Florida, 
UCF pulled the matter from the 
agenda with a promise that the topic 
would be revisited at this meeting. 
' What: UCF Board ofTrustees meeting . 
When: 8 a.m. to 5 p.nt Thursday 
Where: Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom 
Instead, the matter remains the 
subject of ongoing negotiations 
between the university and UFF, the 
. faculty union. 
"The faculty union has indicated 
that approving this policy would be a 
violation of the bargaining process," 
Provost Terry Hickey said. "They 
· have said that they would file an 
unfair labor practice against us, 
because they feel it is part of the con-
ditions of employment." 
He added that the university will 
try to pursue the policy through the 
negotiating process. 
. 
Dawn Trouard, president ofUCF's 
chapter of the UFF, s$d that's a sign 
of progress. · 
"The proposed rule that has been 
pulled would Bot have solve<l. the 
needs that UFF's Article 6 proposal 
will, nor do I think the [trustees'] rule 
got to the heart of the Faculty Sen-
ate's recommendation," she said. "I 
am optimistic that President Hitt rec-
ognized that and has directe~ his 
counsel to defer until the bargaining 
process can work. . 
"Ideally, I hope that the [board] is 
preparing to embrace the UFF's pro-
posal, which realizes the Faculty Sen-
ate's ambitions for a comprehel)Sive 
. guarantee of protections." 
· Trouard said that the UFF's article 
goes beyond the current proposal's 
support for nondiscrimination and 
instead . offers, a commitment to 
nondiscrimination. "It was presented 
as an important policy statement of 
what's right; providing guidelines 
and protections for everyone - the 
administration, the employees, vic-
tims and those accused," she added. 
In any case, trustees will decide 
whether to approve a request by UCF 
for a new master's degree program 
for nonprofit management. The pro-
gram would strengthen the current 
certificate program that has 68 stu~ 
dents enrolled. 
UCF also has proposed establish-
ing a new doctoral program in envi-
ronmental economics. Patricia Bish-
PLEASE SEE 24 Qt, AS 
Students abroad see shifting attitude toward Americans 
BRIDGET RYAN 
Contributing Writer 
' LEON, Spain - On 
March 11 a terrorist attack at 
the Atocha train station in 
Madrid, Spain, kilJed 201 
people and injured more 
tlian 1,500. The worst attack 
in Spanish history may seem 
light years away from UCF, 
but with the recent change in 
sentiment toward Ameri-
cans, the effects of the 
attacks hit close to home. 
· Joseph Vargas, a senior 
UCF finance major, was en 
route to Madrid when the 
attack happened. He had 
been traveling around Spain 
during Spring Break and was 
heading back to Madrid's 
Barajas Airport to catch his 
flight home when he realized 
what had happened. 
"When I got off the bus; 
all the people in the streets 
were crying and panick:iilg," 
he said. "It was so sad." 
Vargas knew that if the 
attacks had anything to do 
with Islamic extremist 
groups, as an American, he 
could have been a target. 
."When I was on my way to 
.the airport I felt like a mov-
ing target, - as if everyone 
knew I was American. I 
thought that somehow 
Americans were going to be 
blamed for this [attack] 
because of the Spanish sup-
port in Iraq." 
BRIDGET RYAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF senior Joseph Vargas, on a Spring Break trip to Spain, said panic swept Madrid 
after the terrorist bombings as he arrived in the city to catch an airplane. 
David Rego, a UCF cre-
ative writing senior, was in 
the Madrid Metro when the 
bombs went off. He had just 
finished saying goodbye to 
his girlfriend, UCF junior 
Sara Guedry, at the airport. 
Rego is studying abroad in 
Leon and the pair met up to 
travel around Spain for their 
Spring Break. 
"It was all. just very surre-
al," Rego said. "The -wh<?le 
thing felt like September 11, 
just very sad. I'm really glad 
- Sara got on that plane and is 
safe." 
Rego lives · in a residence 
hall with Spanish students, 
some of whom put the blcn:ne 
on him, other Americans and 
President Bush. "Yeah, some-
times the other guys [in the 
dorm] will call me 'Ameri-
cana,' blame Bush for his 
policies and now the attacks 
in Madrid, but I've gotten 
used to it. I mean, it doesn't 
really do any good to get mad 
about it." 
Vargas agreed that many 
Spanish people blame the 
United States for the bomb-
ings. The majority of 
Spaniards were unhappy 
with their outgoing presi-
dent, Jose Maria Aznar, for 
supporting the U.S.-led war 
in Iraq. Spaniards proved 
their disconteht during 
national elections that were 
coincidentally scheduled 
four days after the bombings 
by electing a new, anti-war 
Socialist government. The 
new pre-sident, Jose Luis 
Rodriguez Zapatero, vows to 
remove the Spanish troops 
from Iraq by July if the Unit-
ed Nations doesn't step in 
and take control. 
At Zapatero's victory cele-
brations, supporters chanted, 
"No to war!" This strong 
sentiment increases the pres- · 
sure on Bush to reorganize 
his foreign policies, especial-
ly with the election 
approaching in November. 
· Not all Spaniards blame 
President Bush for his Iraq 
war policies; some place the 
blame on their own outgoing 
president. 
Spanish student Leticia 
Jaular said Aznar shouldn't 
have supported the Iraq war 
or Bush's policies. "I don't 
blame Americans or Presi-
dent Bush for the bombings 
here," she said. "It's our own 
government's fault for sup-
porting the war." But some of 
her friends do blame Ameri-
cans and Bush for the' attacks 
in. Madrid because many 
Spaniards are n6t in favor of 
the U.S.-led war, she added. 
Natalie Ordas, an Ameri-
can student from the Univer-
sity of Nevada at Las Vegas, is 
also studying abroad in Leon. 
Her mother is American; her 
father · is a native of Leon. 
Ordas currently lives with 
her paternal grandmother 
while she studies abroad. 
Her grandmother constantly 
blames her, other American 
voters and Bush for the 
attacks in Madrid and the 
Spanish involvement in war 
in Iraq. "I try not to argue 
with her - ·I mean, she's my 
grandmother and· I'm living 
in her house," she said. 
PLEASE SEE STUDY ON AS 
UCF baseball swept Campbell to 
build its win streak to 10 straight. 
- SEE SPORTS, Bl 
·p1cK UP ISLANDS OF 
ADVENTURE TICKETS 
, 12,000 free tickets to the "Universal Knights" event 
at Islands of Adventure will be distributed to UCF 
students tomorrow through Thursday. 
Tickets will be given out in person only, one per 
person, between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in front of the UCF 
Bookstore, and between 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. on the side 
patio of the Recreation and Wellness Center. 
Students must present a valid student ID. Once the 
free tickets are gone, another 3,000 will be available for 
s<1le at the event at the lowered rate of $19.95 plus tax. 
· The event, sponsored by the Student Government 
Association, will run from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. April 2. 
Senate elects to 
hang new banners, 
retain old leader 
HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Senior Staff Writer 
President Pro Tempore Michael Pas-
cucci will keep his position as the presi-
dent of the SGA Senate for another term, 
15 weeks, after defeating two challengers. 
The Senate last Thursday also 
· approved hanging Knights banners in the 
Student Union and finalized plans for 
distributing 12,000 free tickets to UCF 
students for the April 2 "Universal 
Knights" event at Islands of Adventll!e. 
Pascucci's victory didn't come easy. 
The initial vote was 21 for Pascucci and 
20 for Sen. John Edwards, leading to a . 
run-off. A third candidate, •Michael 
Henry, chairman of the Senate's Opera-
tions Review Committee, was a reluctant 
participant who received only one vote. 
Edwards told senators, "This election is 
to evaluate the office of the pro terripore. 
PLEASE SEE SGA ON AS 
Patient praises 
•• manJuana 
prescription 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer· 
At first glace, Irvin Rosenfeld, a man 
· of small stature and delicate features, 
seems as healthy as the young college 
students attending his speech Wednes-. 
day at the Student .Union Key West Ball-
room. The 51-year-old stockbroker is 
dressed in a sharp gray suit and speaks 
with such enthusiasm that it feels conta-
gious. . 
But a small pin on the left lapel of his 
suit invites curiosity; it displays a mari-
juana leaf sitting on a red cross'. Even 
more interesting is what lies beneath that 
' pin, in the inside pocket of his jacket - a 
dozen nicely rolled marijuana cigarettes 
in a plastic bag. 
As' Rosenfeld pulls out the bag and 
holds it in his hand, some .envious -
almost hungry - students stare with 
their mouths half open, wondering if 
they will,tever have such freedom. 
Rosenfeld is no law enforcement 
agent, and the cigarettes do not come 
from the streets. He is a legal medical 
marijuana patient; and the federal gov-
ernment sends him the cigarettes. He 
receives a tin can of almost 300 marijua-
na cigarettes per month and smokes up 
to 12 per day. Moreover, he has permis-
sion to smoke marijuana anywhere· he 
pleases. 
Rosenfeld was born with a rare bone 
disorder called multiple congenital carti-
laginous exostoses, which is character-
ized by bony protrusions (tumors), often 
occurring cm the long bones of the body. 
One of these tumors has joined the tibia 
and fibula - the long bones of the lower 
leg - of his right leg, causing him to walk 
with a slight limp. Pointing to another 
protrusion at his wrist, Rosenfeld 
explains that the pressure these tumors 
exert against the surrounding muscles 
and veins makes his condition very 
painful. The tumors can also rupture 
nearby veins, causing internal bleeding, 
which could dislodge in the form of 
blood clots and become fatal. 
No cure for this condition exists and 
patients are usually prescribed pain med-
PLEASE SEE ONLY ON A4 
Around Campus 
Open Forum today 
President John Hitt, 
Provost Terry Hickey, Vice 
Presiderit William Merck, 
Vice President Dan Holsen-
beck and Vice President Tom 
Huddleston will host an open 
- forum for students at 5:30 p.m. 
today in the Marketplace Live 
. Oak Room A. All students are 
invited to discuss their ideas, 
concerns and experiences. 
Clinton official scrutinizes Iraq 
. Former U.S. Secretary of 
Defense William Cohen will 
speak at 10:30 a.m .. Wednes-
day in the Student Union Key 
West Ballroom on the topic, 
'War in Iraq: One Year Later." 
Cohen served under Presi-
dent Bill Clinton from Janu-
ary 1997 to January 2001. His 
speech, a year after the U.S. 
military entered Iraq, comes 
at a time of renewed scrutiny 
of the conflict. 
Admission is free, but 
reservations are encouraged. 
Call Michelle Harrington or 
Keisha Biggs at 407-823-0688 
to make a reservation. 
Hop into Hip-Hop Week 
Today marks the start of 
Hip-Hop Week, a series of 
events sponsored by the UCF 
Elements club that includes a 
block party with food and live 
performances from 8 p.m. to 
11:30 p.m. Friday on the Stu-
dent Union South Patio. 
Other highlights include: 
• H.U.S.H. Show and Graf-
fiti Expo, 8 p.m. to midnight 
today in the Student Union 
Pegasus Ballroom, sections G, · 
. Hand I. 
• Hip Hop Showcase, noon 
to 2 p.,m. Wednesday on the 
Student Union South Patio. 
• Hip Hop Elements 
Throwdown. featuring an MC 
battle, DJ battle, ~-on-3 B-boy 
battle, poppin' competition 
and black book graffiti battle, 
with prizes fot winners, from 
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday at the 
Recreation and Wellness Cen-
ter. Register at 407-823-4832 
or elements@pegasus.cc. 
ucf.edu. 
Donations of books · and 
school supplies will be col-
lected at every event to help 
children in Central Florida. 
Visit http:/ /www.elements-
ucf.org for more information 
and a complete list of events. 
Leaders talk about anti-semitism 
Hillel at UCF will host a 
mini forum with local com-
munity leaders about modern 
anti-Semitism and· Israel 
advocacy at 7 p.m. Tuesday in 
Visual Arts Building Room 
ill. 
E-mail Noah Saposnik at 
· - Noahkidl@aol.com for more 
information. 
The Vagina Monologues additions 
UCF Victim Services failed 
to recognize Faculty Adviser 
Belinda Boyd and Toni 
Williams of the cast ·and crew 
for their help in the recent 
campus production of The 
Vagina Monologues. Their 
credits were omitted from the 
production's' playbill. 
Let us know 
The Future wants to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and 
want your information to be 
considered for the Around 
Campus column, send a fax to 
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to .1 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Business group wantS fewer scholarships 
ANDRES HEALY 
Senior Staff Writer 
. 
Fewer students could 
receive Bright Futures scholar-
ships, while those who do 
qualify could receive more 
money under a plan recom-
mended Thursday to the Flori-
. da Board of Governors by a 
group of state business lead-
ers. 
By raising the SAT require-
ments from 970 to 1070, mak-
ing it tougher to win a scholar~ 
ship; the state could free $366 
million in existing Bright 
Futures funds to give more 
money to the neediest stu-
dents, said a report from the 
Council of 100, a nonprofit 
group of business leaders. 
The council also recom-
mended that state universities 
increase tuition by 13.9 percent 
over the next five years, rising 
to the national average and 
providing more money for 
need-based programs. 
The Board of Governors, 
which met last week at UCF 
and serves to coordinate 
resources among the state's 
community colleges and uni-
versities, did not immediately 
embrace the recommenda-
tions. Instead, the · board 
accepted the report as one of 
many possible solutions to the 
current problems facing high-
er education. · 
In addition, the board 
agreed to research UCF's 
request to open a new medical 
school, or whether the need 
for more doctors could be met 
instead by expanded the exist-
ing medical training programs 
at the University of Florida 
and Florida State University. 
The state currently has 
nearly 49,000 doctors, but has 
dropped from 11th to 17th in 
only four years in the number 
of doctors per 100,000 resi-
dents. 
Mathis Becker, chairman of 
the Florida Department of 
Health's Graduate Medical 
Education Committee, said the 
state would need to add about 
2,000 new medical residents in 
the next five years to meet the 
national average. 
·Fund-raiser for soldiers promises fun and games 
HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
S~nior Staff Writer 
Games and competitions will highlight a 
fundraiser for United Knights on Guard on 
' Sunday to benefit families of troops who 
are actively serving in the National Guard. 
The event takes place at Blanchard Park 
starting at ll:30 a.m. Featured events are a 
tug-of-war, an obstacle course, a pie-eating 
contest and canoe races. "It should be a fun 
day for everyone involved," said SGA Sen. 
Kelly Morrell, an organizer of the event. 
Students who wish to participate in the 
event must register teams of 10 by next 
Wednesday. Registration forms are avail-
able in the SGA office. Teams will also be 
made up of representatives of clubs, sports 
teams and Greek oiganizations. Those who 
partidpate will be expected to come up 
with donations, in the form of gift certifi-• 
"It's o~r privilege and 
our responsibility, 
while [the National 
Guard members] are 
fighting for out· 
country, to take care 
of their families." 
cates, non-perishable food and -clothes. 
These donations, as well as any events won 
(or placed in), will net each team points. 
The team with the most points overall will 
win the competition. · 
Donations will go to the families of the 
32nd Infantry of the National Guard. 
Because members of the National Guard 
are responsible for fulfilling their rp.ili.tary 
duties instead of their jol;>s here in the 
states, their families may suffer from the 
lack of income. Some have their salaries 
reduced, and some lose their jobs· .com-
pletely when they go overseas. "It's our' 
privilege and our responsibility, while [the 
national guard members] are fighting for 
out country, to take care of their families," 
said Mary Sabel. 
- MARY SABEL 
ORGANIZER, RED, WHITE AND BLUE Sabel organized Operation Red, White 
' PLEASE SEE TEAMS ON AS 
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Police Beat 
Brandy, McDonald's and driving don't mix 
ALEX BABCOCK .;~ One wrong U-tum 
ManagingEditor '~· his~:~y:=:~:i~ 
When Sgt. Troy ''fifl. tAf!/7fi1' night club; mad~ a wrong 
Williamson saw a white \ .iJpf! turn, ending with the man's 
Chevrolet SUV parked arrest on the charge of driving 
next to an enclosed Dwnpster 1 ·under the influence. 
in Pegasus Landing around 1 At about 4:30 a.m. March 7, 
a.m. March 6, he was suspi- Officer Clement Punter spot-
cious. ted a car driving onto campus 
After watching the car sit at . at the main entrance. The car 
idle for three to four minutes, a stopped at Gemini Boulevard 
man walked out of the enclosed and University Boulevard, and 
area and got into the car. when the light turned green, it 
Williamson wrote in the report made a U-turn where two signs 
that it did,n't appear the driver said it was illegal to do so. 
had used the Dumpster. He Punter pulled the car over. 
pulled the car over, and after When he noticed the driver 
noticing the smell of alcohol and passenger both had 'yellow 
coming .from the driver, called wrist bands on, he asked where 
in a DUI unit. , they'd come from. The couple 
Officer Clement Punter said they had come from a 
responded, and after smelling night club made the turn 
the driver's breath, reported because they were lost and did~ 
that it reeked strongly of alco- n't see the signs. The officer 
hol. The defendant said he'd asked the driver if he'd been 
oply had one cup of a brandy drinking, and the driver said 
called "Parmesan," and that he he'd had about a beer. 
wasn't drunk. Williamson had Punter had the driver do a 
found a McDonald's cup in the few sobriety tests and noticed 
center console with the same he had trouble standing and 
drink in it. balancing. He took Edgardo 
Punter decided to put him Evangelista Rivera to the DUI 
through a series of drunk-driv- testing center, where his blood 
ing tests, each completed with alcohol level was ~easured at 
some sign of impairment. .075. The man, according to the 
On the walk-and-turn test, report, adjusted his story, say-
the driver stopped repeatedly ing he had drank three or four 
and turned improperly. He beers. 
_couldn't hold his balance for the 
30-second one-leg-stand test, 
either. Jamaal Breeon George, 
20, was arrested and taken to 
the DUI testing center, where 
he scored a .104 to .105 blood 
alcohol level 
The fugitive 
Officer Colin Cialella arrest-
ed a 21-year-old man suspected 
. of battery on a law enforce-
ment officer at 3 a.m. March 11 
in Pegasus Landing. A check of 
Michael Pandiello's driver's 
license revealed he had an out-
of-state warrant. 
Nobody wants your story, buddy 
A report of a loud party at 
about 3 a.m. March 11 tdrew a 
officers Amir Paymayesh and 
Clement Punter _to an apart-
ment in Pegasus Landing. The 
officers were allowed into the 
apartment by the tenant; both 
officers said they could smell 
marijuana coming from the 
apartment as soon as the door 
was opened. Punter saw a 
woman lying on a bed in tpe 
first bedroom he saw and 
asked her to step out of the 
room and irito the family room 
where everyone else was. 
He also asked her if she was 
the only one in the room, to 
which she said she was. Pay-
mayesh noticed a few minutes 
later that there were voices 
coming from the bathroom in 
the same bedroom. He repeat-
edly ordered the people in the 
bathroom to come out, which 
they, a man and a woman, 
eventually did. 
The · man, Ezequiel A. 
Valdezsoto, 22, sat down in 
front of Punter. According to 
the report, the officer noticed 
his eyes were bloodshot. The 
officer asked if Valdezsoto had 
been smoking, and he said no. 
When the officer turned to 
look at the other people in the 
apartment, he noticed out of 
the corner of his eye that 
Valdezsoto had tried to throw 
something away that he'd 
pulled out of his pocket. A 
small plastic bag containing a 
green leafy substance fell onto 
the floor next to him. 
Valdezsoto was arrested. 
Paymayesh found a tom-out 
piece of notebook paper folded 
up and tucked in a corner of 
the patio, which tested pre-
sumptive positive for T.H.C. 
Valdezsoto said he'd just 
bought the marijuana from the 
tenant. 
'Not as drunk'.isn't an excuse 
In a ·case of deja vu, Officer 
Clement Punter found himself 
watching a driver make an ille-
gal U-turn at the comer of Uni" 
versity Boulevard and Gemini 
Boulevard, this time at about 3 
a.m. March 12. This was at least 
the second time in five days 
he'd seen the maneuver. 
This time, though, the car 
sped off onto Alafaya Trail 
heading north, and the officer 
wasn't able to convince the 
driver to stop until they'd 
reached Gemini Boulevard, a 
distance Punter estimated ·at 
between 1.5 miles and 2 miles. 
Punter noticed signs of 
intoxication in both the driver ' 
and the passenger, but the pas-
senger seemed worse, as he 
was slurring his speech, 
according to the report. 
The officer asked the driver 
if he'd been drinking, and the 
driver said he'd had a beer. He 
had trouble with the walk-and-
turn test and swayed durmg the 
one-leg-stand test. Philip 
Navarro, 27, was arrested, and a . 
DUI test measured .his blood 
alcohol level at .075 to .076. 
Week in Science 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Healthier milk 
straight from the cow 
Cows fed a diet rich in 
rapeseed yield healthier 
milk, according to new 
research. Rapeseed is rich 
in unsaturated fats, which 
pass through the cow's 
digestive system into its 
milk. The resulting milk 
contains lower levels of 
saturated fats, which have 
been linked to heart dis-
ease and obesity. It has 
higher levels of unsatiirat-
ed fats, which may help 
decrease cholesterol. One 
of these fats is oleic acid 
that makes the butter pro-
duced from the milk • 
spreadable when cold. The 
researchers said that the , 
milk and butter taste nor- -
mal. Currently abotJ.t 150 
farms in Northern Ireland . 
produce their milk in this 
way. 
Liquid lens mimics 
the hu!llan eye 
Researchers have 
unveiled a fluid lens that 
can alter its . focusing 
power at the flick of an 
electric switch. The len~. 
called FluidFocus, is made 
up of a water-based solu-
tion and oil. The two are 
contained in a cylinder 3.0 
millimeters across and 2.2 
millimeters high. As the 
two liquids have different 
optical properties, the 
curved boundary between 
them bends light like ·a 
lens. The FluidFocus lens 
could find use in hand-
held computers and cam-
era telephones, and it has 
the potential to help devel-
op of tinier gadgets. 
Wild primate virus in hunters 
could be next pandemic 
The hunting• and 
. butchering of bushmeat is 
infecting people in Central 
Africa with a new virus, 
according to scientists. 
The virus has not caused 
illness in those infected, 
but its spread hints at a 
future pandemic. To con-
trol this situation, 
researchers from the 
Unites States and 
Cameroon are studying 
the virus, which occurs in 
primates. Ten people have 
revealed signs of being 
exposed to it. Researchers 
do not know if the virus 
has the potential to cause 
disease in humans, but 
they also do not know if 
different strains of · the 
virus could spread from 
person to person. · 
In this day in the 
history of science. . . , 
1857: The first depart-
ment store elevator was 
installed in N.Y. Elisha 
Graves Otis was the inven-
. tor. 
1895: The first motion 
picture shown on a screen 
was presented by Auguste 
and Louis Lumiere in Paris; 
France. 
1960: · The fust laser · 
was patented by Arthur 
Schawlow and Charles 
Hard Townes and assigned 
to the Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories. 
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Some protesters Bush-whacked with signs by supporters after rally 
FROM Al , 
duced before Bush were Gov. 
Jeb Bush an.cl his wife Coluriiba. 
Lt. Gov. Toni Jennings and First 
Lady Laura Bush, all of whom 
stood behind the president as 
he spoke. 
The crowd was most stirred 
by remarks about Kerry, most of 
them including punch lines. 
ton long enough to take both 
sides on just about every issue. 
Clearly he feels strongly about 
these issues - so strongly that 
one position is never just 
- enough." 
Bush also poked fun at · 
Kerry's claim that some foreign 
leaders have privately endorsed 
him. "The other day he claimed 
some important endorsements 
from overseas," Bush said. "He 
won't give us the names of the 
foreign admirers. That's OK, 
I'm going to keep my campaign 
right here in America" 
Following. the speech, Bush 
shook hands with members of 
the crowd ~thered in a stand-
ing mass on a concrete floor in 
front of the stage. Kevin O'Grat-
tan, co-chairman of the UCF 
College Republicans, was one 
of a handful of UCF students 
who shook hands with the pres-
ident. "I touched the hand of the 
leader of the free world," he 
said. "It was pretty intense." 
helped organize ' the student 
effort, and was part of the rally 
event staff. "This was great -
seeing the president of the 
United States 10 feet away from 
you," he said. 
"People called me a 'commu-
nist faggot freak,"' he said. "I 
turned around, I was ready to 
leave, and security came to 
escort us out. They said, 'You 
need to leave,' and I said. 'You're 
darn right I do."' 
Emily Ruff, 23, who came to 
the rally with De Vlieger, said 
she too was assaulted. "We 
wern elbowed, we were tripped, 
we were shoved, without 'them 
even knowing who we were," 
she said. 
\ 
speech, most of the crowd dis-
persed, save for a few hundred 
volunteers who ·signed up to 
help the campaign by making 
phone calls and knocking on 
doors. ' · 
"It was good," O'Grattan said 
of the speech. "He came out and 
did what be said be was going to 
do. He took a strong stance on 
security. The economy's also 
growing, and it's strong. People 
vote with their pocketbooks. If 
·the economy is· strong, he'll. 
"He's an experienced sena-
tor, and he's built up quite a 
record," Bush said. "In fact, Sen-
·ator Kerry's been in Washing-
. I'm not too worried, because Fellow co-chair Kevin Buck 
Th~ experience for a group 
of about 25 Bush critics from 
UCF wasn't as pleasant. Sopho-
more Matt De Vlieger said he 
was physically assaulted and 
was jabbed in the back with 
sticks attached to Bush cam-
paign signs when it became 
clear. that he wasn't a fan. Following the president's win." 
l\mO 
serv\ce 
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Only seven federally legal pot smokers 
FROM Al 
ication. Rosenfeld, on . the 
other hand, stopped using 
those painkillers more ,thari 21 
years ago and has been using 
marijuana instead. Marijuana 
acts as a muscle · relaxant and 
an anti-inflammatory agent in 
his body, alleviating the pain 
and pressure caused by the 
tumors. "Because of this medi-
cine, I am a working member 
of society and a tax payer," 
Rosenfeld said. 
Rosenfeld is one of only 
seven medical marijuana 
patients left in the United 
States. The medical marijuana 
movement started in 1976 
when Robert Randall persuad-
ed a federal court in Washing-
ton that his use of marijuana to 
treat his glaucoma was a med-
ical necessity. At the same 
time, he petitioned the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration 
for permission to use marijua-
na legally. In November of 
1976, Randall became the first 
person in modern U.S. history 
to obtain legal and medical 
access to marijuana. In 1983, 
Rosenfeld became the second. 
Rosenfeld's embrace of 
marijuana represents a turn-
around. He was an advocate 
against marijuana in high 
school. He stood strong by his 
position for the first few 
semesters of college at the 
University of Miami until he 
realized that he would have a 
hard time finding "buddies" 
unless he succumbed to smok-
ing a joint. "I never got a 'high' 
from the stuff though," Rosen-
feld said. "I kept thinking, . 
'This is junk!"' 
However, he observed a 
change in his body after smok-
ing marijuana. Due to his con-
dition, he could not sit or stand 
for long periods of time and 
had to switch between the two 
positions every 10 minutes. 
After smoking a marijuana cig-
arette, he found he could sit for 
long peridds without feeling 
any stiffness or pain, and he 
could stand for longer periods 
as well. 
After. his discovery, he 
immediately contacted his 
physician and started doing 
extensive research on the pos-
itive effects of marijuana. 
They finally sent the results of 
their research to the FDA and 
at the same time met with 
Randall. After years of legal 
battles, Rosenfeld won the 
right to smoke marijuana for 
the benefits it offered his 
health. 
By the early '90s, a few oth-
ers had gained legal access t9 
marijuana as medicine, and 
Randall had established the 
Marijuana AIDS Research Ser-
vice to help AIDS patients gain 
access to medical marijuana. 
However, the federal govern-
ment abruptly shut the med-
ical marijuana programs 
down. Only Randall and seven 
other early patients were 
grandfathered in and contin-
ued to receive legal medical 
marijuana. Randall suc-
cumbed to AIDS in 2001, leav-
. in:g Rosenfeld the oldest 
patient of this program. 
There has been much 
debate 'about medieinal mari-
juana. Marijuana is not a single ·. 
drug. Rather, it is a mixture of 
the dried flowering tops and 
leaves from the plant cannubis 
sativa and is a variable and 
complex mixture of biological-
ly active compounds. Howev-
er, Cannabis sativa is a very 
adaptive plant, so its charac-
teristics are more variable 
than most plants. This feature 
is one of the leading causes of 
inconsistency and uncertainty 
in scientific reports and 
research done with marijuana. 
Marijuana contains more · 
than 400 chemicals, 60 of 
which are called cannabinoids. 
THC is the main psychoactive 
cannabinoid in marijuana and 
is also the most thoroughly 
researched compound in this 
plant. In 1985, the FDA 
approved dronabinol (Mari-
no!) - a synthetic form of 
THC - for treatment of nau-
sea and vomiting associated 
with cancer chemotherapy. 
However, there is still debate 
regarding the differences 
between the effects of the 
crude plant and the pure con-
stituents like THC. 
COURTESY DOUG LOSEY 
Irvin Rosenfeld, a medical marijuana patient, spoke to UCF students on Wednesday. 
Controlled . studies also 
have been conducted to fur-
t\lier understand the positive 
effects of marijuana on 
appetite stimulation, neuro-
logical and, movement disor-
ders, pain relief and glaucoma, 
but none have been done using 
the crude plant. 
Extensive research also has 
been done on · the negative 
effects of smoked mariju~a. 
According to the FDA, Nation-
al Institute of Health and the 
National Institute of Drug 
Abuse, mar~juana can have 
adverse affects on the brain, 
heart, lungs, immune system 
and unborn fetuses. · 
Rosenfeld still opposes 
social use of marijuana. "It is 
my tax money that is wasted 
arresting someone with pos-
session charges," he said. On 
the other hand, he is on a mis-
sion to bring awareness of its 
medicinal use to people; his 
visit to UCFwas sponsored by 
the campus chapter of 
NORML, the National Organi-
zation for the Reform of Mari-
juana Laws. "The problem is 
that the government has not 
done any studies for marijua-
na," Rosenfeld said. "If we can 
change the laws, marijuana 
can be used medicinaJ.ly." 
About 3.1 million Ameti-
cans use marijuana on a daily 
or almost daily basis over a 12-
month period, a recent survey 
by National Institute of Drug 
Abuse estimated; however, 
since 1992 no one has. been 
allowed to prescribe it as med-
icine. 
·• 
L THIS.SUMMER 
Take classes in ALASKA! 
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool 1 
Toll free 866·404-7021 llJll:" UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
UJih'C FAIRBANKS 
For appointments call: Letty, Lisette or Celcilia 
at (407)-830-9274 or (407)830-6262. 
"Eam this marketable degree 
at florida's most prestigious 
l.jniversity! 
• M.PB Graduate program " 
• 15 q:edi:t certificate prog;aro 
The UF College of Public Health and He;alth 
Pr_pfessions now offers the complete bread th 
of training pee~ed for graduates to succeed 
iii the rewarding public health environment. · 
For more information 
about the program: 
~ UNIVERSITYOF 
~FLORIDA 
phone • 352-273-6443 
email• mph@phhp.ufl .edu 
w~b • www.mph.ufl.edu 
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University.of Central Florida 
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·· tlj University of Central FlOrida 
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be experts from the Student 
Financial Aid office to assist 
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the opportunity to ask ques· 
tions about their specific 
financial aid needs. 
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office of First 'Year 
Advising and Exploration at 
(407) 823-3789, 
Fy@mail.ucf.edu, 
Phillips Hall, room 116. 
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FROM Al 
We need a president pro 
tempore that is going to take 
initiative - going to put in · 
the hours to work for you." 
Pascucci cited his last 15 
weeks as the officeholder 
and the experience he's 
acquired since starting the 
position. "I'm on top of 
things so much I don't even 
have to think about them," 
Pascucd said. He also ·told 
senators, ·~ lot of people use 
this as a steppingstone for 
president. This is not a step-
pingstone for president. I 
think it's a crappy job and it's 
underpaid. But this, this is an. 
amazing position. I love 
every day I g~t up and go to 
the office." 
The runoff added only 
one vote to Pascucci's total, 
but it was enough to give him 
the victory. Senators con.,. 
gratulated . him profusely 
when the run-off results 
were collected, with 22 votes 
for Pascucci and 20 for 
Edwards. 
"Senate is the most 
important part of the SGA," 
Pascucci said. "The pro tem-
pore keeps all the pieces 
together ... we work hand-in- · 
hand for funding with clubs." 
Pascucci said that dedica-
tion and innovative thinking 
are the most important qual~ 
ities for a .president pro tem-
pore. Though he enjoys get-
ting clubs started and 
serving students, Pascucci 
said the most rewarding part 
of his job is being able to see 
results. 
Pascucci won another vic-
tory during Thursday's 
meeting, :when the Senate 
approved funding to hang 
Knights banners in and 
around the recently renovat-
· ed Student Union. "I'm tired 
of seeing everyone walking 
around wearing University 
of Miami and University of 
Florida hats ... We need to do 
more to supp.art our own 
school spirit," Pascucci said 
to introduce the legislation. 
However, the Senate cut 
down its ~ont~ibution. to the 
$8,777 pro1ect from $5,777 to 
$4,000. "I;he SGA executive 
branch already J;ias con-
tributed $3,000 toward the 
banners. "We need to protect 
the rights of the students we 
serve by not spending their 
money at a crucial time of 
year," Sen. C. Hunter Singh 
said of the bill. · 
Sen. Jason Quick dis-
agreed. "We blow thousands 
of dollars to send people to 
conferences and other dorky 
things. Probably only half of 
them are beneficial anyway 
... but this [bill] would be 
benefiting everyone, and it's 
going to be immediate,'.' he 
said. 
SGA Director of Pride and 
Traditions Jennifer Peppers 
said that though she was a lit-
tle disappointed the Senate 
didn't provide the full 
amount, she was pleased the 
project was supported. "I'll 
work with whatever . they 
give me - these flags are 
going up." Peppers said the 
flags were important in let-
ting everyone - especially 
outsiqers who are visiting 
the Union - know that-'UCF 
students have pride in their 
:. ·• school. "This doesn't-benefit 
· just one group of students -
this benefits just every stu-
dent, faculty, visitors." 
... 
I ~ 
Additionally, Speaker Pete 
Cimino told senators that 
they could no. longer object 
to amendments on bills and 
resolutions. They can still 
object to motions, but Iiot 
amendments. He explained 
that this was in response to a 
series of delays in meetings 
.that have occurred due to 
senators bickering about 
amendments instead of just 
voting for or against . 
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Teams compete to help families 
FROM A2 
and Blue for Realty Executives 
Orlando. The company had the 
idea to hold the event last fall 
when it realized how some 
local families were suffering 
during the holiday season. 
Sabel helped Sen. Kelly Travis, 
another organizer of the UCF 
event, to learn who was best to 
contact to both promote the 
event and. distribute the dona-
tions coUected. 
Travis and Morrell are 
working with the Service and 
Public Relations Committee to 
make the event a success. 
"[National Guard members] go 
unrecognized,'' Travis said ·~ 
lot of other organizatiorµ; we 
were thinking about are 
already being helped by other 
groups on campus, like the 
Greeks ... but no one on cam-
pus was working with the 
National Guard." 
''What [UCF] is doing is just 
so far-i;eaching ... you may 
never even meet most of these 
people, but you have such a 
positive impact," Sabel said. 
,. E-mail sga_spr@mail.ucf. 
edu, with National Guard in 
the subject line, for more infor-
mation. 
Study: Countries wary of U.S. 's motives 
FROM Al 
Ordas has two cousins 
close to her age who also live 
in Leon. When she hangs out 
with·. them, she always avoids 
politics as discussion. "I don't 
' even want to ask my cousin 
· what he thinks about what 
happened in Madrid. I know 
he is not completely pro-
America to begin with, and I 
just don't want to get into it 
with him," she said 
The Pew Research Center 
recently conducted an interna-
tional. poll among nine coun-
tries to research the sentiment 
toward Americans since the 
war in Iraq began one year ago. 
The poll concludes, ·~ year . 
after the invasion of Iraq, anti-
American views have hard-
ened in Europe and Musl~· 
countries. These countries are 
suspicious of President· Bush 
and the United St::itP~' 
motives." 
Although Spanish authori-
ties still haven't determined 
who bombed the trains in 
Madrid; al Qaeda has claimed 
responsibility. Another terror 
group, ETA, also is being 
investigated 
Bridget Ryan is a UCF stu-
dent in the Study Abroad Pro-
gram in Le6n, Spain. 
24 tenure awards to be decided .Thursday. 
FROM Al 
op, vice provost and dean of 
Graduate Studies, said, "This 
program will allow UCF facul-
ty members to attract addition-
al external funding while 
expanding our e~isting part-
nership activities with the 
NASA Kennedy Space Center, 
the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection, the 
Sea Grant Program and Lynx, 
among others." 
Last year, the economics 
department raised more than 
$1.3 million in external fund-
ing, and Bishop said UCF 
would be the only university in 
the state with a program focus-
ing on environmental econom-
ics. 
In addition, trustees will 
also decide whether to 
approve a new doctoral pro-
gram in sociology with an · 
emphasis on applied sociology 
and specializations in crime, 
dom,e.stic violence; social 
inequality and urban and envi-
rorimental sociology. Current-
. ,ly, only four universities in the 
nation offer the program. 
The board also will vote on 
awarding tenure to 24 pro~es­
sors and is expected to 
approve the eonferral of 4,717 
degrees for UCF's spring grad- .. 
uation. 
Throw inf Your /Jlloney Away On Rent.'? 
Newro The Areo.'? Need A New Home.'? 
/Con Help! 
No matter what your needs, I have the experience 
necessary to expertly represent your interests in any 
real estate transaction! 
JoAnn L. Straub,REALTOR® 
407-448-4844 
www.JoAnnRealty.com 
RE/MAX Town & Country Realty ~ 
."E!!ch office indepe.ndently owned & ?pera~d" nc. ~ , A A .... v . .~ 
i31S T...s!<awiUaRoad, Smte 101 ·K.f7,F'llS\. 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 Outstanding Agen~s.T 
Office: 407-695.-2066 R ult Outstanding es s. 
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• SONIA NARVAEZ, CPA, PA 
• Certified Public Accountant 
BUSINESS ACCOUNJING SERVICES 
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• Representation.before the IRS/Florida Dept. of Revenue . · 
· • " ' e ·~ervices . , · " • , ' 
BUSINESS (ONSUL,TING SERVICES 
• Pea~htfe(Qui;k. Boo.ks_; O~er accounting & offic~ software.consulting & training 
• Design of ~acc9unting/bookkeeping/record keeping systems · 
. • Financial Planning/Budg~ting/Profit Improvement ~onsult~rig . 
.~~Mentip;t~~;:~~~;i;;" Personalized Service · 
": SlOoffonyToxForm : '(40.7) . 382-6658 
1 with Student ID or 10% off 1 Se 1Iabla Espanol' 
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Kaplan rebate offer: 
nro 
ac I II 
Receive $100 back through Kaplan's Rebatet"Yhen you 
enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, G.MAT, GRE, DAT or TOEFL: 
course between March 1st-March 31st. · · 
$100 back through 
Call or visit us online for more information or to enroll. 
KAPLAN 
Test Prep and Admissions 
1 ·800-KAP·TEST 
kaptest.com/rebate 
limited 
time 
offer! 
•Test nemet are reglslered traclemertcs of their ;eapectlW awners. flhls Offer •J>Plles only to ctlSlrOOm COU1MS and 15. 25 and 35-hout tutomc P'Ol'lf!1S and cannot be combinad With any otl'lef offer . 
To be •lfClble. you must enroll belween Maldl 1-Mateh 31, 2004. Certain condltloils apply. See redemption forms '°'complete details. Redemption rorm. ate llYlllable at kaptest.con'l/rebate and at Kai>lan cellters. 
Graduate students at the University of Central Florida 
are engaged in diverse and original research. 
This gives them a major advantage. 
Q __ GRADUATE'C' 
I~EARCHI--,ORUM 
A Showcase Of Diverse Student Research 
• Student Union, Cape Florida Ballroom 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
For more information visit 
~o@j[J'(fil@](ill(fil~@olllJ©lfo@©JlllJff~@~@(fil[J'@[h)fF@[J'(ill[llffi 
. I ~ 
The Graduate Research Forum is co-sponsored by the Division of Graduate Studies and the Graduate Student Association. 
Friday, ,.,:arch 26, 2004 
7:00 p.m. 
Pegasus Ballroom 
Free 
March 22, 2004 • (entra( 3'1oriba :futu" 
The 
International 
Students 
Assoc·iation 
Presents . 
. 
· : • ~aiversity .of , 
central, 
~· " ·Florida 
For m•;>re 1nrormation, please contact $hreya TrlVedi1 International Students 
Association Presiaent af ,strivedi@maiL ucfJ:.~dil. 
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There's no such thinq as perfect friends... ~~~t;~I · 
~ 'a 
but theTe IS the 1EBFE'[J STUDEHT A .A T . ~'+r 
1805 Loftway Circle 
Orlando, FL 32826 
www.jeffersonlofts.com 
Jefferson..&.. 
unique student apartments 
' 
CHECK OUT THE DETAILS! 
Individual Leases 
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN 
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi 
Washer /Dryer in Every Apartment 
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes 
Fitness Center with Free-weights 
Covered Basketball Pavilion 
Internet Access ~--------......_~--------~_,/ 
Amenities, Rents and Incentives. subject to change. 
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~ ~ 6. I VISA ,. ACCEPTED Call for more information 
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OUR STANCE 
We're center stage 
in presidential race 
battleground, plain and simple. election ultimately decided by A rare breed of students 
headed to the Orange John Kerry started his campaign fewer than 1,000 votes. ,. 
. County Convention Center for the White House with a As the College Republican 
on Saturday to see President March 10 rally in Orlando, fol- Bush fans disbursed into the 
George W. Bush launch his re- lowing the withdrawal of his growing crowd in the auditori-
... 
election campaign. last serious challenger from the um hours before the president 
The event, considered Bush's Democratic race the previous was set to speak, they were 
first major campaign stop on day. He said Florida is crucial to greeted with motivational 
the road to the White House, his victory in November, and speeches by some of Orlando's 
.. drew about 50 College Republi- that he'll be back here often . elite, including Orange County 
cans from UCF, students who Bush has taken on that cam- Chairman Rich Crotty and Con-
actually care about politics. The paign strategy directly by com- gressman Ric Keller of Orlando. 
students, who arrived at 7:30 ing to Orlando, too. Keller's speech showed the 
JI a.m. for the chance to get close Bush's first major campaign clear divide Republicans are 
to the president's podium, had rally, which drew thousands of hoping to make between the 
to stand for about five hours supporters to the Convention two candidates, swiping at 
, outside and inside the auditori- Center, sent a clear message to Kerry for seemingly changing 
um, including during Bush's Kerry, the likely Democratic stances on issues like the Patriot 
speech. presidential nominee: It's on. Act and the war in Iraq. Calling 
After an ordeal like that, the)f' Geographically centered in Kerry a waffler, Keller said 
• 
were still happy, even jubilant. the state that gave Bush the rather than the White House, 
They'd seen the president. White House in 2000, Orlando Kerry deserves the Waffle 
Some of them even got to touch will undoubtedly play a big role House. 
his hands. in national politics this year. Bush came out swinging too, 
, Also watching the rally were We'll see return trips from saying Kerry's opposition to tax 
about 25 UCF students who Bush, Kerry and a cadre of their cuts will weaken the economy 
want Bush out of office, and supporters eager to woo a Cen- and unfairly burden Americans. 
# 
chanted anti-Bush slogans while tral Florida population that He called Kerry an unclear, nori-
at the event. could sway the state in their . committal leader who support-
In contrast, most students; favor. ed a cash infusion for the war in 
including those at UCF, have This time we've got a bit of Iraq but has since denounced it. 
~ shown little or rlo interest in advance notice - four years' The two will continue to 
politics. A recent Future Web worth. exchange blows between now 
survey showed that fewer than In 2000, voters saw exactly and November, and we are in 
half of respondents voted in how important an individual the center of the fight. 
• either the Democratic primary vote could be, as county elec- The UCF students both 
or the Orlando elections March tions officials throughout Flori- inside and outside of the Bush 
9. Students don't seem to care, da pored over ballots, examin- rally are on the right track by 
• 
or at least not enough to vote. ing some with magnifying showing an interest in how this 
If any election is worth car- glasses, to ensure ¢at Florida's fight shapes up. This election 
ing about, this is it. We're the vote count was accurate in an and every vote in it will matter. 
OUR STANCE 
• 
Blame abuse for 
• school shootings 
S eventeen-year-old Josh Magee was arrested last Tuesday in Malcolm, Neb., 
• after police found 20 bombs 
and a gun in the back of his car 
in his high school parking lot. 
Since this sort of activity 
°' seems to be gaining popularity, 
one might assume that Ameri-
ca's schools are not doing a 
.._ good job teaching kids about 
what's wrong about shooting or · 
blowing up their fellow class-
mates. 
There's a broad disparity in 
peoples' ideas of how to combat 
the trend. Like the sex educa-
tion debate, there seem to be 
~ two camps: Teach the kids, or 
keep them from doing it. 
The latter focuses on the 
access to and desire for 
weaponry: Stop the access and 
you stop the killing. There's a 
problem with that approach, 
though. It only addresses the 
symptom, not the problem. The 
problem is whatever makes 
them want to kill. 
• There's a serious disconnect 
between the reality and fantasy 
behind child-on-child violence 
of this magnitude. Rather than 
• understanding and respecting 
the power of a lethal weapon 
like a gun, students increasingly 
, seem to see it as a tool for set-
tling a score, a means to resolve 
a dispute when nothing else 
seems to be working. 
• Thus, the teach-the-kids 
approach makes more sense. 
When you examine recent 
cases of kids killing kids, they 
almost all point to a troubled 
child pushed over the edge. Eric 
Harris and Dylan Klebold, the 
perpetrators of the Columbine 
High School attacks, were not 
happy. They suffered from low 
self-esteem and were pushed to 
the point of violence by other 
kids at therr school. 
Access to weaponry didn't 
cause them to act. The real 
problem was their treatment 
leading up to that horrible day 
in April 1999. In videotapes that 
they made before massacring 
their fellow students, they 
dramatized the killing of school 
bullies for money. Who would 
have thought that the truth 
would be the manifestation of 
the fiction? 
In testimony before the 
Arkansas House of Representa-
tives on juvenile violence, 
Helen Smith, a forensic psy-
chologist specializing in juve-
nile violence, said, "A preven-
tion effort that reduced bullying 
and teasing would almost cer-
tainly reduce school killings 
drastically." Arkansas was 
shocked in 1998 by the mas-
, sacre in Jonesboro, where two 
middle schoolers gunned down 
four schoolmates and a teacher. 
One of those kids was later 
found to be interested in militia 
groups. 
Josh Magee thankfully was 
stopped before something hor-
rible could happen at his 
school. His actions, and the 
actions of others in the wake of 
Columbine, are proof that the 
massacre in Colorado wasn't 
just a fluke. Also last week, two 
second-graders and an ll-year-
old boy in Montana were arrest-
ed after burying a loaded gun in 
a playground sandbox with the 
intent to kill a third-grade girl 
for teasing them. Since kids are 
starting to feel more justified in 
their use of extreme violence 
against their classmates, the real 
epidemic of physical and psy-
chological abuse may finally be 
brought to the forefront. 
Abuse isn't just something to 
be ashamed of and keep behind 
closed doors. Schools should 
educate teachers to look for and 
act upon the signs of abused 
kids. Bullying is a big warning 
sign. Low self-esteem is anoth-
er. Tennessee schools have seen 
a significant reduction in vio-
lent incidents since implement-
ing a "designated listener" pro-
gram that gives kids an outlet to 
get help. They can then start 
getting better instead of having 
their problems be ignored. 
Putting metal detectors in 
schools doesn't end the emo-
tional pain that can cause kids 
to kill themselves or others. 
Stop the cycle of abuse, and you 
lower the likelihood of another 
Columbine. Josh Magee was 
caughtintime,butnotsoon 
enough. Look into his past, and 
there's likely a long history of 
missed opportunities to help 
him. 
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READERVIEWS 
Darkest before dawn 
As I watched the news on the tragic occur-
rences in Spain, I could not help but feel sad 
and dejected. 
Just last December, al Qaeda plotted the 
overthrow of the right-wing administration in 
Spain, saying, ''We think the Spanish govern-
ment will not stand more than two blows, or 
three at the most, before it will be forced to 
withdraw because of the public pressure on it 
... If its forces remain after these blows, the 
victory of the Socialist Party will be almost 
guaranteed - and the withdrawal of Spanish 
forces will be on its campaign manifesto." 
The main objective was "to split Spain 
from allies." Sadly, Al Qaeda was able to judge 
Spain correctly. Only days before the terrorist 
attacks, Spain's right-wing party that support-
ed the overthrow of Saddam, the PP, was lead-
ing in the polls by 5 percent. Three days after 
the attacks, the Socialist party beat the PP by 5 
percent. 
Making matters worse, the new Spanish 
prime minister wishes to give al Qaeda its 
horrific victory on a silver platter by announc-
ing that Spain will be abandoning its allies and 
pulling out its troops from Iraq. 
It's a terrifying precedent; al Q;ieda has 
. been able to plot :µid create regime change in 
the West. This latest example of the relentless 
nature of terrorism proves that al Qaeda sees 
Iraq as the battlefront on the war on terror-
ism. This victory for al Qaeda over the stand-
ing Spanish government will only embolden 
al Qaeda's attacks. As Polish Prime Minister 
Leszek Miller said, "Revising our positions on 
Iraq after terrorist attacks would be to admit 
that terrorists are stronger and that they are 
right." 
It is now obvious that al Qaeda cares about 
"regime change" in freedom-loving nations. 
Terrorism experts say that al Qaeda will now 
try the same methods in coming elections in 
several countries. Al Qaeda will try to attack 
the United States, but it will most likely use 
attacks on soldiers in Iraq to influence public 
opinion in the United States in&tead. This 
brings March 11 much closer to home with 
elections this November. Whether we quit 
because we are afraid of the dark, or keep 
making sacrifices to reach dawn against ter-
rorism, we will determine history for decades 
to come. 
We have to ask ourselves if al Qaeda would 
like to see a regime change in America this 
coming election. ' 
- KHARIS ROJAS 
Bush· needs to face tough issues 
President George W. Busli refuses to pub-
licly debate legitimate issues that clearly 
divide the nation and that the American peo-
ple are entitled to hear. 
This is especially true when Bush wants to 
make his tax cuts permanent and wants to 
renew the Patriot Act. These two highly con-
troversial issues alone will affect people's civil 
liberties and the nation's economy for many 
years to come. 
Sen. John Kerry said on March 13, ''We can 
give this country a campaign that genuinely 
addresses our real issues and treats voters 
with respect." Steve Schmidt, a spokesman for 
the Bush campaign, dismissed the suggestion. 
saying, "John Kerry should finish the debate 
with himself." 
I publicly ask Bush to genuinely discuss the 
issues that divide our great nation by agreeing 
to fair and legitimate debates at least on a 
monthly basis as Kerry is requesting. Debates 
are better than campaign advertisements and 
will help the American people to make the 
most informed decision at election time. 
- MITCHELL T. DWORKIN 
DAUAS, TEXAS 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Leners to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include 
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, 
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Ques\ions? C~ll 407-447-4555. 
MAN ON THE STREET 
T H E WORD AROUND CAMPUS 
'Should the government 
legalize medical marijuana?' 
YANA DOLINGA 
Nursing 
"It should be legal, but only for serious 
medical conditions. Also, I think users 
should have to pass a background 
check first." 
CHARLES BAY 
Criminal justice 
"Since I've taken [the class] Drugs and 
Crime, I've changed my views. I now 
think that there are good uses for it. I 
' think that a lot of the prescription pain 
relievers out there are 'f rse than 
marijuana anyway." 
INGAGREEN · 
Management 
"I would say make it legal - period. 
But too many people would abuse it." 
DAVID GUARINO 
Business 
"It will help pave the way to 
legalizing pot altogether. So I'm for 
it." 
MEARIE BENGGIO 
Electrical engineering 
"The government would make money 
off of it because they can tax it. And it's 
not hurting anyone. So I say legalize 
it." 
JASON PEETS 
Criminal justice 
"I don't think there's enough negative 
effects shown. If it helps people who 
are ill, then I don't see the problem." 
-COMPILED BYTEJ OKUN 
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10 
Consecutive wins by 
the UCF baseball 
team. 
6 
Win~ by junior 
pitcher Matt Fox in 
seven starts this 
season .. 
0 
Losses by Fox in 
seven starts this 
season. 
1 
No decision recorded 
by Fox in seven 
starts, coming 
against the 
fourth-ranked team 
in the nation, LSU. 
Briefs 
MTV directors will 
be casting for future 
MTV shows this 
Saturday before UCF 
baseball's 
doubleheader 
against Stetson. 
Gates will open and 
the casting call will 
begin at 10 a.m.:ilt ~ 
Jay Bergman Field. 
Game one of the 
doubleheader will 
begin at noon. 
During the game 
and between 
innings, fans will be 
able to compete in 
contests to impress 
the MTV directors. 
Admission, as 
always, is free with a 
UCF student ID. 
Softball travels to 
Nashville, Tenn., 
Friday for a 
doubleheader 
against Lipscomb. 
The Knights will stay 
in Nashville Saturday 
for a doubleheader 
against Belmont .. . 
Baseball heads to 
Daytona to take on 
Bethune-Cookman 
·at 6 p.m. tomo.rrow 
.. . UCF hosts 
Stetson at 6 p.m. 
Friday at Jay 
Bergman Field. 
"We are going to 
miss Dexter, .Rob,J.B. 
and Bert and 
everything those 
guys have done for 
the program. We are 
so proud of these 
guys and what they 
have accomplished 
1 all year long - the 
winning streak, 
winning 25 ball 
games." 
- UCFMEN'S 
BASKETBALL COACH 
KIRK SPERAW 
"UCF basketball is a 
great program. We 
have a great 
coaching staff. It's 
great to be here." 
-DEPARTING 
SENIOR DEXTER 
LYONS 
GARY W. GREEN I KRT CAMPUS 
Senior center Josh Bodden, left, and the UCF men's basketball team had a hard time co~taining Chris Taft and the r~st of No. 3-seeded Pittsburgh in the I 
closing minutes of Friday night's first round matchup of the NCAA Tournament. The Knights eventually fell to the eighth-ranked Panthers 53-44. 
FRITZ LORISTON 
Senior Staff Writer 
U CF's best basketball season in the Divi-sion I-A era came to an end on Friday. 
Locked . into a 
matchup that featured two 
premier defenses of respected 
conferences, the Knights made 
it close: But when the buzzer 
sounded; the Big East's Pitts-
burgh had a 53-44 victory, 
eliminating the Knights from 
contention in the opening 
round qf the NCAA Tourna-
ment at the :aradley Center in 
San Antonio, Texas. 
''We did a great job of.giv- ' 
ing ourselves an opportunity 
to win the game," UCF Coach 
Kirk Speraw commented 
afterward. ''We can beat any-
one in the country if you give 
us the chance. We had an 
opportunity to win the game. 
We just didn't execute some 
things down the stretch." 
The Knights (25-6), who 
recorded their most victories 
since beginning play at the 
Division I-A level and post.ed a 
combined record of 46-17 the 
PLEASE SEE MORENTIN ON 82 
"I knew it was going to 
be a defensive game 
the whole way out. I 
was rushing 
shots I don't 
normally 
rush." 
-UCFGUARD 
DEXTER LYONS 
Bono and Fox continue to roll 
Baseball picks 
up 10th-straight 
win with sweep 
FRANK KOSHEL 
Staff Writer 
While most of UCF has been 
distracted by th~ NC.AA. Tour-
nament, UCF baseball has 
flown under the radar with a 10-
game winning streak. 
Junior Matt Fox (6-0) 
pitched' a four-hit shutout, the 
first shutout of his career, to 
give UCF (20-4, 8-1 A-Sun) a 2-0 
victory Friday. Fox set a new 
career high with 15 strikeouts, 
striking out the side in the sec-
ond, third, fifth and ninth 
innings. 
· "It was one the best pitching 
performances I have ever seen," 
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said; 
"It feels great," Fox said of his 
Atlantic Sun Conference-best 
six wins. "I felt like my first two 
years were kind of a disappoint-
ment, but I'm not playing short-
stop anymore, so I can just con-
centrate on pitching now. I'm 
learning how to be a pitcher. It 
feels good to win personally, but 
it feels better to help the team." · 
Fox has not allowed an 
earned run in 33 and two-thirds 
PLEASE SEE BASEBALL ON 82 
Sophomore 
pitcher Kyle 
Bono 
improved his 
record to 3-0 
this season' 
after a 
complete 
game shutout 
against 
Campbell 
Saturday. 
Bono held the 
Camels to just 
three hits over 
seven innings 
of play. 
B 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor '\ 
Tune-to 
move on? 
It's not goodbye when the 
memories Will never die 
When the men's basketball sea-
. son began all we knew were names. 
Since then those names have 
turned into faces. They've become 
faces that UCF fans have turned 
into legends. 
Fans of UCF basketball don't 
consider our parting seniors as just 
another group of guys parting ways. 
The men that poured their hearts 
and souls onto the hardwood floor 
of the Dungeon will go down in our 
hearts as the greatest team in the 
history of UCF basketball. 
' Sure, we might have been 
screwed with our pairing in the first 
round of the NCAA Tournament. 
None of us expected or wanted to 
play Pittsburgh this past Friday. 
None of us expected a 14 seed;, 
But that's what we got and we 
made the best of it. Our boys played 
their hearts out. For the majority of 
Friday night's game against Pitts-
burgh, UCF had the Panthers 
scared. Pitt was frustrate_d. 
It doesn't matter what happened. 
The results of the game are in the 
books. They can't be changed. Nor 
can the fact that we held the Big 
East regular season champions to 
less than 60 points. 
A nine point loss to the eighth-
ranked team in the nation isn't so 
bad. At least we're not like our A-
Sun rivals Troy State and Belmont, 
who lost in the first round of the 
NIT to Niagara and Austin Peay 
respectively. · - · 
Want to know what losing to 
Niagara is ·like? Imagine having 
your eyelid stapled to the bumper 
of a Lynx bus as it speeds through a 
cactus patch. Losing to Austin Peay 
is even worse because you have to 
admit to people that you lost to a 
school named Austin Peay. 
At least we weren't a No. 2 seed 
losing to a 10 seed like Nevada. 
Should I be angrier that Gonzaga 
lost and ruined my NCAA Tourna-
ment 'bracket or that I actually 
chose the Zags to win the whole 
thing? Next time I'll put the crack 
pipe down before I fill out my 
bracket. 
Within minutes of UCF's Friday 
night loss, mess<tge boards were lit-
tered with posts from Pitt fans 
telling the UCF faithful how proud 
they should be. . 
Like we didn't know. 
We all watched the same game. 
We all watched Roberto Morentin 
perfect th~ skyhook. We watched 
our favorite Spaniard own the paint 
against Pitt. We saw Rob Ross 
define clutch play when he hit 
back-to-back three-pointers to tie 
the game. As always we watched 
Dexter Lyons light up an arena with 
his energy and charisma. 
But we also watched our team 
make mistakes. Should we be mad? 
Not at all. , 
Mistakes happen. They're the 
definition of humanity. The only 
mistake that should be noted is Pitt 
looking past us. They swore before 
the game that they didn't. Even Ray 
Charles could have seen that the 
Panthers had no concern for UCF. -
So what now? 
A lot of people are wonderil).g - -
what happens next season when we : 
lose Lyons; Morentin, Ross and Josh : 
Bodden. However, a lot of people ~ -
are forgetting about Marcus Avant, -
Gary Johnson and Josh Peppers. _ 
It's Kirk Speraw's job to go out -
and find the next Lyons. It's Sper- - -
aw's job to find the next Bodden. 
I'm not worried. He's done it before 
and he'll do it again: 
Let's not worry about next sea-
son. There's plenty of time before - -
we get to mop the floor with Stet- : 
son and FAU again. Something : 
majestic happened this year. I, for -
one, am not letting it end just yet. 
This basketball season is only _ 
over if we choose to forget it. 
Fat chance that'll happen. 
Ashley Bum~ ca'1 be reached at 
sports@UCFnews.com 
Shortened singles play helps topple New Orleans 
. 
Bradu and Sierra 
continue to dominate 
doubles competition 
· the season. Rosen. said of UCF's win over 
New Orleans. "It felt good .to 
beat a good team like that. It . 
always helps to beat a solid, 
ranked opponent. We're show-
ing that we're.a strong team and 
we're kicking ass." 
ful Knight when he overthrew starting to come back. It helps· 
Ros-Barbier from the third spot to have everyone healthy when 
, 6-2 and 6-3. Joel Allen wrapped we're heading into conference 
up Rebuffe in the fourth slot, play. 
Hiranrat of the Broncos 8-1. 
Pamela Fernandez and Megan 
Hunter racked up the doubles 
point when they defeated Car-
rie Jeanmarie and Maelynn 
Bernosky in the third spot by 
the final 8-6. 
NATHAN CURTIS 
Staff Writer 
This past weekend was suc-
cessful for both UCF men's and 
women's tennis at the UCF 
Tennis Complex. 
The men defeated the New 
Orleans Privateers, who were 
ranked 75th in the nation, to 
surpass a .500 record for the 
first time since the first game of 
Baseball 
off to best 
start in 
three years 
FROM Bl 
innings. The last UCF pitcher 
to strike out 15 was current 
New York Yankees prospect 
Justin Pope on March 30, 2001. 
The. last Knight to pitch a 
complete game was Bo Hall 
against USF in the NCAA 
Tournament May 30, 2002. 
UCF gave Fox the early 1-0 
lead in the second inning as a 
result of a two-out RBI from 
. Marshall Bernhard to plate 
Ryan Bono. UCF added its ' 
second run in the fifth when 
infielder Chandler Rose 'drove 
Bernhard with an RBI double. 
"I've been pretty satisfied," 
Fox said of his team's run sup- . 
port. "We always play well on 
Fridays. I don't t~ink there's 
been a time since LSU that I 
didn't get solid run support. 
I've got tons of faith in these 
guys." 
UCF swept the Saturday · 
doubleheader, with Kyle 
Bono's pitching dominating 
the story in game one, while a 
last-inning comeback in game 
two punctuated another win-
ning series for the Knights. 
A-Sun "Pitcher of the 
Week'' Kyle Bono followed up 
Matt Fox's pitching perform-
ance with a gem of his own, 
throwing his own three-hit 
shutout of Campbell in a 6-0 
win. . 
"The only thing you can do · 
is respect the kid," Fox said of 
Bono. "He's been unbeliev<-
able. I just throw the hell out 
of the ball and let our oppo-
nent deal with Kyle ihe next 
day." 
Bono (3-0) struck out six, 
and has not allowed an earned 
run in his last 26 and one-third 
innings of work. UCF shut out 
an A-Sun opponent the first 
two games of a series in back-
to-back weeks for the first 
time ever. This marked just 
the second time in school his-
tory that the Knights started 
an A-Sun series with two con-
secutive shutouts. 
Clay Timpner went 2-for-4 
with three stolen bases and 
two runs scored. Timpner's 
new hitting streak is now at 
one game, after his previous 
hitting streak ended Friday 
night at 19 games. 
A dramatic rally in the 
ninth inning propelled UCF to 
victory. Campbell gave UCF 
an extra chance to win, com-
mitting two costly errors that 
would allow outfielder Dee 
Brown to score and open the 
floodgates for UCF. Drake 
Wade's bases-loaded double 
knocked in three runs and 
gave them a 4-3 lead that 
pitcher Matt Rhodes (2-2) 
would hold. 
UCF's 20-4 record is tied 
for the best 24-game start in 
the :Knights' baseball history, 
equaled only by the 2001 and 
1975teams. 
UCF faces Bethune-Cook-
man Tuesday night in Daytona 
before a three-game series at 
home against archrival Stetson 
starting Friday night. 
"I've thrown against Stet-
son twice in the past," Fox 
said. "I played high school ball 
with Bryan Zenchyk and I 
know what he can do. I have a 
lot of respect for them. 
They're one of thji! top hitting 
teams in the nation, but we've 
seenLSU. 
, 
. "I think we can handle Stet-
son." 
The doubles point was safe-
ly secured by the Knights as 
UCF (9-8) won in both the sec- · 
ond and third spots. The duo 
of Catalin Bradu and Antonio 
Sierra proved to be too much 
for opponents again as they 
defeated the Privateer team of 
Pierre· Ros-Barbier and Saif Ali 
by the score of 8-4. This marked 
the third-straight doubles game 
that Bradu and Sierra have won. 
Gabriel Stangberg and Rhett 
Rosen cleaned up Julien De La 
Mettrie and Erwan Rebuffe 8-6 
in the third position to give 
UCF the point. 
"I think it proved a lot," 
Singles competition took a 
hit, though, as Sierra and 
Strangberg could not finish · 
their matches due to the lack of 
time following New Orleans' 
travel arrangements, and only 
four singles matches counted 
toward the final score. 
The Knights took advantage 
of the time constraints. by win-
ning three of the singles match-
es. Bradu was the first success-
manhandling him 6-2 and 6-2. "We're still undefeated in the 
Paul Ramy finished the match conference and ranked No. 1. 
by holding back Gabriel We beat them all handily. Con-
Delarue in the sixth spot, beat- ference is a different monster, 
ing him 7-6 and 6-3. but we'll make it through." 
The men are back on the While the men put on a 
courts March 30 when· they domineering effort against 
clash with conference oppo- New Orleans, the women were 
nent Jacksonville. bus)r routing Western Michigan 
"Right now confidence · 6-1. The Knights took two-
might be our biggest weak- thirds of the doubles matches 
ness," Rosen said. ''We haven't to give themselves an early one 
had a full team this season. up. Anna Westin and Kristina 
Everyone keeps getting injured. Lohmos teamed to put down 
Slowly but surely everyone is Malena Remyrtse and Rattiya 
PITT 53, UCF 44 
The singles portion was also 
controlled by UCF. Julie Pecas-
taing kicked off the victories 
when she knocked off Frederika 
Girsang in the first spot, 6-3 and 
6-4. Four other Knights also 
took home wins in singles com-
petition against the Broncos. 
The women look to repeat 
their strong performance as 
they match up with the Miami 
Hurricanes on Saturday. 
Morentin picks apart Pittsburgh inside the paint 
Looking back on . 
a winning season . 
. Despite being predicted to 
finish fourth in the A-Sun, 
UCF racked up 25 wins. 
Nov.22~--­
PRMayaguez 
W92-59 
1-0 
Nov.28--'----
at The Citadel 
w 74-fJO 
2-1 
Dec.6 ----Navy 
W00-52 
3-2 
Dec.11----
at Gardner-Webb 
W71-60 
5-2(2-0) 
Dec.30----
Tenn.Martin 
w 80-68 
7-2 
Jan.5 --• 
Mercer 
Nov.26 
at(ollegE 
- OfCharlin 
lll-63 
1·1 
llec.4 
No.2fio,ida 
L 59·39 
2·? 
Dec.15 
at Campbell 
W68-61 
4-2 (1-0) 
Dec:22 
at Niagara 
W69-67 
6-2 
Jan.3 
Georgia State 
W7CHIJ 
8-2 (3-0) 
- W00-56 
9-2(4-0) 
--- Jan.9 
at Stetson 
W71-58 
10-2 (5-0) 
Jan;·11--..-
at Jacksonville 
W63-51 
11-2(6-0) 
Jan.11----
Lipscomp 
W68-58 
13-2 (8-0) 
Jan.23--• 
atTroyState 
W74-72 
15-2(10-0) 
Jan.31 --• 
TroySiaie 
l 76-€-1 
16·3{11-1} 
Feb.7 ---
atlipscomb 
W73-57 
17-4 (12-2) 
Feb.14--..-
Stetson 
W74-54 
19-4 (14-2) 
feb.21 ----
atGevr::.iia State 
1.63--61 
20-5 (15-3) 
Feb.28----
Campbell 
W106-56 . 
22-5 (17-3) 
Mar<hs---
atBelmont 
W64-62 
24-5 (17-3) . 
Mard!19 
vs No. 8 Pittsburg!\ 
L53·44 
2H 
Jan.14 
at Florida 
Atlantic 
W70-52 
12-2 (7-0) 
·Jan.19 
Belmont 
W68-63 
14-2 (9-0) ' 
Jan.28 
Aorida 
Atlantic 
W75-66 
' 16-2(11-0) 
Feb.S 
at Belmont 
l 77-61 
16-4(11-2) 
Feb. 12 
Jacksonville 
W7?rfi9 
18-4(13-2) 
Feb.19 
at Mercer 
W83-58 
20-4 (15-2) 
Feb.26 
Gardner-Webb 
W87-79 
21-5 (16-3) 
Mar<h4 
Jacksonville 
W71-63 
23-5 (17-3) 
March6 
Troy State 
W00-55 
25-5(17-3) 
JERROD ROCKHILL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
corner 
imsports.uc:f-edu 
FROM Bl 
past two seasons, displayed the 
tenacity and toughness that have 
made them a formidable force in 
the Atlantic Sun.Conference, hold-
ing Pittsburgh (30-4) to its lowest 
scoring output of the season. 
The 14th-seeded Knights, mak-
ipg their third appearance at the 
Tournament, executed their game 
plan to perfection, but that game 
plan also played into the hands of 
Pittsburgh, a team that mirrors the 
Knights in terms of defense and 
doesn't mind grinding out a low 
scorip.g affair as it features the Big 
East's top-scoring defense. 
"They [UCF] had a very good 
game plan," said Pittsburgh Coach 
Jamie Dixon. ''We knew they were 
a gooo team and they played well, 
just as we expected them to." 
Paced by senior Roberto 
Morentin's 16 points, the Knights 
did not dispiay their best offensive 
attack. They were doomed by two 
scoring drouts, including a lengthy 
one in the second half that lasted 
more thah 10 minutes. 
Fighting a cold in addition. to a 
stem Panther's defense that held 
the Knights to a season-low 18-
point first half, Dexter Lyons could 
not get into the flow of the game. 
"I knew it was going to be a 
defensive game the whole way 
out," Lyons said, who finished with 
·12 poiilts on 4-of-15 shooting. 
"They weren't going to let me get 
off the shots I wanted to get off. 
They were all up in me. I was rush-
ing shots I usually don't rush" 
Despite Lyons missing six of his 
first eight shots, including a trio of 
ill-advised three-pointers, the 
Knights, who- started the game 
with an early 5~0 advantage, were 
in striking distance throughout. 
The key play came with the 
Panthers holding a two-point lead 
with under three minutes left in 
the gam~. Speraw, involved in a 
chess match, was rotating Marcus 
· Avant and Robert Ross. Avant spe-
cializes in defense while Ross, a 
three:point specialist, needed to 
be involved in the offense. , 
Ross, who drained a triple from 
the wing and another from the left 
corner to give UCF a 32-29 lead 
midway through the second half, 
failed to close in on Pittsburgh's 
Julius Page, who proceeded to 
knock down his only three scores 
of the game, grabbing momentum \ 
for his team. 
"I knew he was going to play off 
of me," said Page. "He w;is playing 
off of me all game long." · 
Speraw made a similar mo~e in 
the A-Sun Championship against 
Troy State that allowed the 
Knights to grab the conference's 
automatic bid to the big dance. But 
on this day, it wasn't to be. 
Departing seniors 
Dexter Lyons 
Dexter Lyons provided most of the 
offensive fl.air for UCF ~ season, as the 
Atlantic Sun All-Conference First Team 
star led the Knights and finished second in 
the A-Sun with 18.3 points per-game. Lyons 
exploded in the final two games of the 
regular season as he set career-highs in 
points with 28 against Gardner-Webb and 
33 two nights later against Campbell. 
Roberto Morentin 
Roberto Morentin provided a strong 
presence in the paint this season, as the 
native of Spain averaged 13.5 points per 
game. Morentin dominated the boards for 
the Knights as he grabbed 214 total 
rebounds this year, at an average of 6.9 per 
game. The 6-foot-9-inch center beat up on 
Pittsburgh defenders in the first round of 
the NCAA Tournament as he led the 
Knights with 16 points and nine rebounds. 
AVA FUNAHASHI Wellness Center. 
Contributing Writer 
Sports trivia, innertube polo 
Don't forget to sign up for 
team sports trivia and inner:-
tube water polo. 
Team sports trivia is a , 
three-person event that 
involves a game-show style 
team trivia tournament. It 
will take place at 5 p.m. Fri-
day in the Recreation and 
Innertube water polo is a 
first for Intramural Sports 
here at UCF. Teams consist 
of a six-person team (teams 
may have any number of 
males or females) and will 
take place from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Saturday. Teams float 
inside of tire innertubes 
while playing a game similar 
to water polo. Space is limit-
ed so don't delay! 
Josh Bodden 
Josh Bodden capped off his years at . 
UCF as a Knight with the highest num-
bers of. his career. Bodden was third for 
UCF in scoring this s~ason, averaging 10.Q 
points per game. The center was second 
in rebounds for UCF with 5.6 per game. 
Bodden exploded for 15.3 point's per game 
during this year's A-Sun tournament. 
Rob Ross 
Rob Ross played in a limited capacity 
this season, however, he provided some 
clutch offense towards the end of the sea-
son. Ross scored 19 points in UCF's 50-
point win over Campbell in the final regu-
lar season game of his career. Ross scored 
nine points off the bench against Troy 
State in the A-Sun championship game, 
which induded back-to-back three-point-
ers that sealed the game for UCF. 
PHOTOS BY BREn HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
London ...... .' .......... $ 2 9 8 
Paris ................... $315 
New York ........ ..... $831 
Cancun ............... $537 
Air, hotel & transfers: 
5 nts. at St. Christopher's Village 
Fara is round t rip from MCO and prices 
are per person. Based on double 
occupancy. Subject to change and 
availability. Tall( not included. Restrictions 
and blackouts apply. Fares are -.ialld for 
students, faculty and vouth under 2lli. 
From: 
$204 
Your #1 radio, source on campus for UCF athletics. UCF Student Union Pegasus Circle Bldg. 52 
For a broadcast schedule visit our web site at 
http· ./wnsc.ucf.edu or turn to CH. 21 STU DE 
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CLASSIFICATIONS OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE AD RATES 
100 Help Wanted: General 400 Services 
450 Retail 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
By Phone: (407) 44H555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
·5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue 
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 2 Issues (1 ~eek): 125 Help Wanted: Sal~eting 1 SO Help Wanted: Part-Time 
175 Help Wanted: Full· Time 
200 ForRent:Homes 
225 For Rent: Apartments 
250 Roommates 
500 Events: Campus 
525 Events: Greek Ufe 
550 Events: OfH.ampus 
600 Travel 
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS 
3361 Rou~e Road., #115 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Person: University Cow·t, Suite 115 PAYMENT METHODS 
Cash, Check, . 
8 Issues ( 4 weeks): 
24 Issues (12 weeks): 
HELPWANJ'ED 
$15/Wk 
$14/wk 
$13/Wk 
$1/wk 
LOCAL 
$10/wk 
$9/wk 
$8/wk 
$1/wk 
$1/wk 
~ 
$6/wk 
$5/wk 
$4/wk 
$1/wk 
$1/wk Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Qh\ck-Fil-A 700 Worship 
Bolding: 
·$1/wk Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 275 Sublease 800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted 
large Headline: 
300 for Sale: General 
325 For Sale: Automotive 
350 For Sale: Homes 
999 Lost & found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35 characters per line . . $1/wk for each additional line. 
Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day potential. 
Good for students. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1·800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Employment Opportunity 
Experience preferred to work with 4 yr. 
old autistic ·child based on applied 
behavior analysis. Prof. training will be 
provided. Flex. prs. Located in Baldwin 
Park behind Fashion Square Mall. 
407-898-7127. 
Egg Donors Needed $3,000 
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females 
20-30, info is confidential. 
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com. 
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com 
941-377-3978 
Schedule· 
your no-cost 
evaluation today .•• 
Attractive females wanted for video. 
18+ Call 407-384-9313. 
Ask for Ben. · 
Get Paid for Your Opinions! 
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com. 
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp. ' 
necessary. Energetic people with 
positive attitudes. -Only 15 min. from 
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2. The 
Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave N. 
Call 407-628-8651 . 
Artist needed to paint mural in private 
home for baby's. room. Outdoor scenery, 
trees, flowers, etc. Altamonte area. 
Price riegotiable. 407-496-3966. 
1-407-425-5100 
or toll free 
Swim Instructors wanted to teach 
summer swim classes F!T, P!T 
$10.00-$12.00/hr +bonuses. Come work 
for .Sharks and Minnows and change the 
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992. 
www.sharksandminnows.net 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell 
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, & 
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips 
, aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. • 
2 a.m. Must be 21+, outgoing, have a 
great smile, & car! Fun job, come join our 
team. 407-977·0569 or 407-701 -7432. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$250 a day potential 
Bartending Training Provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602 
If you're up to the challenge of a year-round outdoor adventure, being a Youth 
Counselor at an Eckerd Youth Alternatives wilderness camp may just be the 
perfect job for you. Get paid to canoe, backpack and make friertds that you'll 
keep for life. If you have the patience and dedication to help turn an at-risk 
krd's ljfe around, we'd like to talk with you. Excellent-salary ancfbenefits plus 
paid training'. Free room and board. As a Youth Counselor, you'll make more 
tban a living. You'll make a difference. ARE YOU BEADY? 
P.O. Bax 7450 
Clearwater, FL 33758 
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine, 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland, 
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront 
locations and exceptional facilities. 
Mid-June thru mid-August. Over. 100 
counselor positions in tennis, baseball, 
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf , flag · 
football, roller hockey, field hockey, 
swimming, sailing, waterskiing, 
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding , 
archery, weight training, newspaper, . 
photography, video, woodworking, 
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver. 
jewelry, copper enamel , natur~ study, 
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer, 
piano accompanist; music 
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock 
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes 
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at 
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake 
800-997-4347. Or apply online@ www.-
takajo.com or www.tripplakecamp.com. 
Phone Sales. 
M - F 5:30 -10:30 Jj.m. (25 hrs.) Easily 
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very 
relaxed environment. Call for interview or 
' 1eave msg. 407-677-4560. 
Great Summer Camp Jobs 
Counselors, Lifeguards, Nurses, Boating 
lnstrµctors, Arts & Crafts Director, 
and Equestrian Assistants 
wanted for live-in positions 6/1 -
7/26. Salary+ meals and housing. Call 
1-800-347-2688 or email 
kkeene@girlscouts-gateway.org. EOE 
Movie Extras/ 
Models Needed 
For statewide production$. 
Now seeking new talent 
for various auditions. 
No' ·E'xp. Req:-'1 
~AIHb,oks ·~g~s·. 
~ ...... __ '\' . ' ~ 
v· ~""'~ 
UP T0~'.1-00/DAY . 
1-800-118-7520 
RED BULL GIVES 
YOU WlllNGS. 
OH, AND A GREAT 
OPPORTUNITY. 
Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student 
B rand Manager (SBM). An SBM is a 
.reliable and 1n.otivated student v.rhose 
responsibilities in.elud e brand developmc;nt 
on campus, market analy s is and having a 
great time. 
O u,r expectations from you are the following: 
• You're going ~nto your second year 
or higher ai: this school. 
' . 
• You have a good kno"W'ledge o f 
'W'hen/where things a:re happening. 
• You're interested in .marketing and 
have _good conununication skills. 
• You have an entrepr~neurial spirit 
and are outgoing. 
Does this sound like you? If so, go to: . 
-w"W"W'.redbullu.com. 
Red Bull® 
.~. 
ENERGY D·RINK 
• A work location near UCf? 
• A casual work environment? 
· • Flexible hours? 
•Great pay? 
Then Trader Publishing 
is for you! 
Now hiring experienced sales agents 
to set photographer appointments 
· Earning Potential up to $20/hr. + 
Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961 
. or apply· at 
3451 Tec~p.ological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, fl 32817. 
Collector Position open in the KGI 
Collection Dept. Requirements: 
1 year Collection Experience 
1 Timeshare Experience 
Able to work•f lexible hours- 2 nights a 
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly 
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff. 
· Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 34 
Fax# 407-275-0431 
UCF Alumni looking for student illustrator 
for start-up creative house. Must be 
1 willing to grow. Must have samples. Call 
or email 407-27,5-8667 or 
info@scend.net. 
Roadhouse Grill 
Restaurant Hourly Interviews 
Interviewing for servers, partenders, 
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown 
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot 
. interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S. 
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.-Thurs. 2-5pm 
(No Appt. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on duty. 
Directions 407 -481-2991. 
Spend your summer making a difference 
in the life of underprivileged boys & girls 
ages 10-15. Fldrida Sheriffs Youth 
Ranches- Camping Services is looking 
for counselors. 2 summer camp progs. & 
5 mobile day camp teams. Activities incl: 
canoeing, arts & crafts, bikes, horseback 
riding, archery, team sports, high & low 
ropes courses, & skits. Employment 
dates are May 21-Aug 6. Pre camp 
training incl First Aid/CPR/Life guarding, 
& NCI. Please call Liz Collins @ 
386-749-9999 for more info. EOE/DFWP. 
The Village at Alafaya Club has 
community assistant positions available. 
Must meet certain criteria. For more 
information call 407 -482-9990 or stop by 
with your resume. 
CHILD CARE • For 2yr old. 
Narcoossee/Moss Park area. Flex 
Hrs; Must have valid driver's lie; Refs 
reqd; Background chk. Contact 
407-381·355 or acpams@aol.c9m . 
. MNGR TRAINEE/INTERNSHIP AVAIL: 
Restaurant exp. preferred. 
Min 21 years of age. Must be student in 
Hospitality School. Please call 
407-628-8651. Great opportunity!!! 
Two Men and a Truck is looking for 
FT/PT team members to move ~ 
residential/commercial customers. Must 
be neat in appearance, have clean 
driving record, strong work ethic, & exc. 
customer skills. We offer excellent wages 
+tips, & bonuses. 407-816-091 5. We are ' ~ 
located west of the airport at 2901 
McCoy Rd, b/w Conway and Orange Ave. 
NEW LOCAL 'PHONE SERVICE 
Exp. desired, but not reqd. Furn. leads i,i 
provided. We sign up a minimum of 1 in 
4 people we talk tQ,. Reps aver. · 
$600-$900 + pd weekly. Career/Mgmt 
opportunities Flex. hrs. Lois of fun! 
Outdoor work/transportation reqd. Best' 
college job you'll ever find! Call 
1-800-777-8902 bet. 10 AM and 1 PM. 
Summer Jobs · 
• Seven Weeks 
• $2100 
• Room & Board Included 
• Co-Ed Camp 
" 
Get Paid lo Play! 
The Florida Elks Youth Camp 
(FEVC) needs male and 
female Summer Camp 
Counselors ages 18 and up. 
FEVC is an overnight camp 
located off of Highway 450 in 
Umatilla, Florida. The camp 
runs June 7 - July 24. Please 
contact Krys Ragland at 
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 
or 352-669-9443 ext. 250. 
Retail Sales Position Full Time. Must be 
. peopl~ person. Fast growing furniture 
store. No exp. necessary. Will train. 
Some lifting required. Great pay and 
atmosphere. 407-275-2202. 
ATTN: RECENT HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATES FROM ORLANDO & 
DAYTONA AREA: DREAM JOB 
OPPORTUNITY! National student 
travel co .. seeklng recent HS grads to 
work w/ their old high school to 
promote senior trips! Earn cash now 
& spend summers staffing in Cancun! 
877.f?03·3975 or 
fljobs@big~dstudenttravel.com 
• 
,,, 
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.. 
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Yes. We changed the rules. 
When you're consistently ranked #l in Florida*, 
you can do things like that. 
FLORIDA'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS MBA 
The Rollins MBA Advantage: 
• International study trip included 
• Notebook computer included 
• Mentor program 
• Consulting projects 
Jump-start your career by applying for admission in the Early Advantage MBA 
program at the Cruriuner Graduate School of Business, Rollirls College in Orlando, 
Florida. In less than two years, you can earn an MBA and could be making twice 
that of those without an MBA. Work experience NOT required. 
'. *Based on tbe 
f rankings of Forbes 
i and U.S. News. 
OPEN HOUSE PREVIEWWEEKEND 
March 26 & 27, 2004 
Meet our professors! Meet other students!. View sample 
classes! Hear about exciting career opportunities and 
financial aid options. Meals and housing are included 
through the weekend. The event starts Friday at 5 p.m. 
and contymes all day Saturday. Call 1-800-866-2405 or 
407-646-1547 for more information and to 
reghiter! Be sure to visit us on 
the Web at: 
www.crummer.rollins.edu 
E? 
It's not our fault. 
We pay $180/tnonth 
Cash for your plastna. 
Walk-Ins Welcome! 
DCI BIOLOGICALS 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 
(321) 235-9100 
~~where it Pays to Care" 
,. 
----------· -=..;.....,.,;+..y..-------- ---- --~~~ 
.__- ..... LLEGIATE 
J.\INMENT DROC-RAM 
~~Widt!. 
. I 
WE'RE LOOKING FOR STUDENT MUSICIANS TO BRING MUSIC TO OUR EARS. 
Now casting College Student Musicians for our summer Disney's Collegiate All-Star Marching Band who plal/: 
•Trumpet 
•Trombone 
•Bass Trombone 
•French Horn/Mellophone 
•Tuba/Sousaphone 
•Drumset/Marching Percussion 
•Saxophone (2 altos, 2 tenors, bari) with doubles 
•Electric Bass (double on drums or brass instrument) 
•Piano (double on drums or brass instrument) 
REQUIREMENTS : Must be full-time or part-time student. Must be at least 18 years of age. Must provict.e own transportation to Walt Disney World. 
· Must conform to Walt Disney World Co. appearance guidelines. Sight Reading Required. 
AU_D J_J _l 0 N S 
MUSICIANS WILL BE SEEN IN ORDER OF ARRIVAL 
Sunday, March 28, 200~ 
9am - 6pm 
University of Central Florida • Music Rehearsal Hall, Building 19 
DIRECTIONS: From Greenwal/ (Hwl/ Lil? North): Exit East onto Universitl/ Blvd. Turn left onto Alafal/a Trail. 
Turn right at first traffic light. Follow road to parking area. Rehearsal Hall is on the right. 
First reheq.rsal Mal/ 23rd. Performances begin June 6th through August it.th (approximatell/). 
For more information, please call (~07) 560-7331 
© D i s n e y •D r a w i n g C r e a t i v i t y fr o m D i v e r s i t y • E 0 E 
Environmental Company seeks 
motivated ambitious individuals to 
expand product awareness in local 
market area. Excellent compensation, 
flexible hours. Please call 800-853-0027 
Phone Sales 
Experienced, Money Motivated. 
Only ·20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
$350 base + comm. Gas & med 
insurance. Call Nick 407-296-0430. 
Part-Time Computer Programmer. 
$25 per hour! Flexible hours! 
Must be familiar with FoxPro 2.5 DOS. 
Call Mike at SPI Data Solutions 
407-647-9200 Mon.-Fri. 2-5PM. 
CHEER!!! 
PT Cheerleading Instructor to work with 
children. Friday evening and Sat. AM. 
Must have own transportation. Great pay! 
Call Kristen @ 1-866-273-2292. 
DialAmeri1a Marketing, 
where opportunities and a fun · 
environment are all a art of the ·ob. 
• flexible s'hedules 
• guaranteed salaries 
• paid training_ · 
• weekly pay.ihedts 
We have immediate openings and 
you get to choose a schedule that's 
flexible for you. No experience 
is necessary, we'll get you up and 
running with complete confidence. 
We offer great opportunities for 
moonlighters and students. 
s 100 sign on bonus! 
Call now and set up an 
immediate interview @ 
E. Orlando 407-243-9400 or 
Winter Park 407-673-9700 
WANTED: 
Students To Take 
Online Surveys For Money 
Get Paid for Your Opinion 
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss 
Get·Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125 · 
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250 
All You Need is a Computer l an Internet Connection 
For More. Info, Please Visit 
www.SurveysForStudents.com 
Part Time Clerk For Music Catalog 
Light Shipping & Take Phone Orders 
·. Flexible Days/Hours Starts @ $7.00 
Fax Resume 407.858.0007. 
Young Christian family in Sandlake Point 
is looking for a reliable p/t nanny for 2 
young children. Own transportation and 
exp req, NS, able to work reg weekly 
schedule. 407-355-3998 or 407-312-0073 
PIT Nanny needed. Child care exp. a 
must, N/S, anq CPR cert. pref. 3 dai.:s/ 
wk, $6.50/hr, care for 2 yr. old in my 
home in Altamonte. Call 407-290-5672 
before 7:30 p.m. 
PfT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net*** 
Cail 407-628-3844. 
MARKET RESEARCH 
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER 
Permanent PT positions at 
Winter Park office. Mostly evening hours 
5-9 pm. O.ccasional 9 am-1 pm. About 
12-20 hours/ wk. Flex. sched. as your 
sched. changes. Starting $7-7.50 
depending on exp. 
NEVER SALES/Research only 
Call Donna at 407-671-7143. 
AQUATICS POSITIONS 
(PIT, Seasonal) Lifeguard ($7.25/hr), 
Must have current CPR for the 
profess.iorial re$cuer, first aid and 
lifeguard training. Senior Guard 
($8.50/hr), the above + water safety. 
Instructor Head Guard ($9.25/hr), the 
above + exp. leading. Water Aerobics 
Instructor ($14.00/hr), Current CPR, first 
aid certif. and Aquatic Exercise Assoc. or 
equiv. App. materials may be picked up 
at City of Oviedo, Human Resources, 
400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765. 
EOE-M/F/DN-Drug-Free Workplace 
Software Development Intern 
This position is for a software 
development intern with an Orlando 
based company. The ideal candidate will 
be a computer science or engineering 
student in their junior or senior yr. with 
exp. in Microsoft development tools. At 
least a yr. of .development exp., good 
communication skills, professional work 
exp., & willingness to learn are all req. for 
this position. This will be a PT position 
between 10-20 hrs./)"k with a flex. work 
sched. Must be able to work in the US & 
be able to work during the summer. 
Please email resume and references to 
jobs@zerochaos.com . Incl.exp. in ASP, 
Visual Basic, .Net, & other development 
experience. 
Gymnastic and Tumbling ll)structors 
wanted. Prior exp. req., must work 
well with kids In a positive 
atmosphere. $8-$15/hr. Cail 
407-679-6620. 
Counselors Needed 
Residential Easter Seals Camp. 
Serving disabled children and adults. 
· Ropes course, swimming, arts and 
crafts, etc. Salary+ R&B. 352-383-4711. 
Small spiritually based university is 
seeking highly motivated jndiv. for admin. 
assistant. lndiv. will provide support to 
faculty & admin. and have strong 
customer serv. skills. Strong org. skill is 
req. along w/ data input exp., maintain & 
update website, & manage large 
volumes of e mails & telephone calls. 
Applicant will be expected to maintain 
records/files of students, faculty & 
courses, org. seminars. Successful appl. 
would be conversant with and supportive 
of goals of the institution. Please send 
your resume along with a statement of 
interest in confidence to Professor K.C. 
Gupta at 113 N . Econlpckhatchee Tr. 
Orlando, FL 32825. 
Great opportunity with a local moving 
company looking for customer service 
representative. Wages commens~rate 
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to 
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777. 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
. and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295. 
Call 407-629~6330 or 
www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty. 
4/2 Huge house & backyard. Avail 
Immediately. Full kitchen & bonus room, 
W/D included. 3 mins from UCF, off 
McCulloch. Please call 407-933-4499 
2 roommates needed fpr a 4/3 house. 
Incl. all util + hot tub & ettiernet. Brand 
new home less than 1 min. 
from UC.F in Carillon. $450/mo. 
Call 239-841-6600. 
2 rooms avail. M/F for 412 home. Close 
to UCF off McCulloch. Home fully furn. 
except bedrooms. $470/mo. incls. 
utilities, W/D & Roadrunner. 
407-281-0849 or 561 -312-9411 . 
For Rent 3/2 home w/ huge fenced 
backyard. Avail. May 1st. $1 ,395/mo. 
Partially furnished. 5 min: from UCF on 
cul-de-sac ·in quiet neighborhood. 
321-228-2984. 
Town Home for Rent. Close to 
UCF/Shuttle. 2BR I 2.5 Bath with W/D. 
Sorrie furn. Nice neighborhood with pool 
and tennis. $850 + deposit. Call 
407-327-5879 or 401-310-1638 (cell). 
21bed/2 bath across from UCF. Excellent 
cond. All appliances incl. $650/mo. 
Cal! 40l-658-2403. 
www.collegerentals.com 
UCF's best'apartment search 
for college students! 
Room available NOW mins from UCF 
Female needed for Sublease in 3/3 apt. 
NO SEC. DEP. OR MOVE-IN FEE REQ. 
All utils included/fully furn. Only $485/mo. 
or negotiable rent. 561 -676-5073. 
_., 
" II 
,, 
Need a lease for the summer or longer?~ 
Getting kicked out of your dorm? 1/1 in 
4/4 @ Riverwind Apts. Fully furn., lots of 
amenities, UCF shuttle. $490/mo. incl. 
all. Avail April 27! Call 321-754-1740. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available _ · 
starting at $450 a month. 
Call 321-229-1426. 
FREE RENT 
1 & 2 bedroom · 
Floor Plans 
I'' 
We Take Co-Signers! ~ 
Room.avail in 4/2 house close 
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub, 
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable, 
high-speed wireless internet & 
storage· incl. $400/mo. + 1 /4 util. 
Call for info. 321-230-0658. "'· 
Room for rent: The Fountains at ,: ~ 
Waterford Lakes, private bathroom & ~: 
walk-in closet, 5 minutes from UCF ,.-
Available for summer, 5/1. Contact: 
(954)682-3858 or Mav784@aol.com .,. ~ 
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates ~: 
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest .-
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl. • -
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd ~- , 
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail. ~­
NOW!!! Email: k leinst.:.42@yahoo.com": 
with name and number. ... 
Room for rent in 2/2 townhouse. 5 min • 
from UCF, 17x 13 bdrm & bath. M/F no .: 
pref. Fully furn. except bdrm. '-
$385/mo .. + 1/2 util.. Avail. now. ._ 
Call Brad @ 407-.808-8039 "· 
Rooms Avail. Ashington Park. ASAP. •. 
Beautiful house w/pool + DSL. 4/2 only 
$485/mo. incl every1hing! Call 
321-239-4850 or e-mail 
i.leenye@yahoo.com ·ii 
Dean and University Area. 1 room for 
rent in a 4/2 pool home w/ 2 car garage 
on corner lot. W/D. $325/mo. + 1/4-util. 
Move in today!!! Call Shannon at ~ 
407-405-7854 or email rmrent2@aol.com : 
Female roommate wanted to share .. 
3bd house in Alafaya Woods. 10 
mins. from UCF. Own bath, W/D, 
prem. cable, wireless high speed 
internet, yard, grill & garage. $375 + 
1/2 elec. No Dep. 407-421-2397. 
r/ 
Disney. Where 
Imagination Works. 
We know what you're thinking. You want a job that cha llenges: rewards, and - more than anything : makes you smile. A Part-Time or Season.al 
role at the Walt Disney World® Resort is a great w ay to earn money while making new friends and gaining inva luable experience. Plus, receive 
great perks li ke theme park admission! Call the Walt Disney World® Jobline at 407-828-1 OQO today to discover a job that truly inspires. 
' 0: 
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t EOE · Drewing creotivity• from diversity. ©Disney~ : 
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Room for rent in 4/2 Home, quiet 
neighborhood. Min. from UCF. 
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime, 
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $400/ mo. 
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382. 
Roommates wanted to share 3bed/2bath 
house in Rio Pinar Lakes. $450/mo. incl. 
util: electric, water, basic cable, W/D 
privileges. $300 refundable sec. deposit. 
Call Zak @ (407) 384-9247 or email 
zsiddle@cfl.rr.com. 
1 room avail in 3/2 house, avail 4/15/04. 
20 mins from UCF. $400/mo + 1/3 util. 
Located on' golf course, fireplace, lawn 
service, pool and tennis court access. 
Please call Chris 407-702-5359 
F student looking for 3 female 
roommates to share a 4/3 house. 2 
bdrms. furn. w/new bed and nightstand. 
1 unfurn. bdrm. Great location: behind 
UCF. Nice, quiet neighborhood. Ample 
bdrms. w/ walk-in closets. New W/D to 
share. $450/mo .. incl util. ASAP. 
Contact Natalia at 407-782-2375 or 
naty1984@yahoo.com 
Female roommate wanted to share 
2bed/2bath apt home in Tuskawilla 
area. $400 per mo. Call 
407-716-2160. 
4/2 House 2 mi. behind UCF. $350/mo. 
+1/4 util. Furn. common area, pool table, 
dart board, high speed Internet, cable · 
and movie channels. Call 407-365-2470. 
Roommate needed for 212 in Tivoli Apts. 
Avail. Aug. 1st. F & upperclassman pref. 
Apt is n,ew & clean! Under $500. Call 
Katie at 407-739-2182. 
Female roommate needed to share 
condominium. Goldenrod & Curry 
Ford area. Furnished. $500 incl. util. 
Call Marisa at 954-240-7140 or 
407-384-9071. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 
1 YR lease, beg May 1st, 4 Miles from 
UCF. 212, 2nd floor, screened patio, 
vaulted ceilings. $395/mo + 1/2 
elec/cable. Dog OK, no cats. Please call 
Kristen for more info @ 407-657-7574 
No Place Like Home 
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF, 
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake. 
$500/mo., yearly lease. 
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247. 
F roommate needed in house 15 min 
from UCF. House furn, bdrm not. Flex. 
lease $200 dep. $475/mo. incls util, 
cable, phone, DSL internet. NO PETS! 
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782/407-492-6541 
3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share 
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. 
room, kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, 
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean. 
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906. 
F roommate. 4/2 House w/ pool, W/D, 
wireless Internet, cable tv and sec. sys, 
Behind Waterford Lakes. $435/mo. util. 
incl. Call Alissa at 407-340-9460. 
1/1 apt. in Village at Alafaya Club for 
Sublease. Available May 1st. $479/mo. 
includes all amenities. 321-287-3540. 
NO PURCHASE. PAYMENT OR RENTAL OF ANY KIND IS 
NECESSARY TO .ENTER OR WIN THIS SWEEPSTAKES 
CONTEST RUNS FROM MARCH 1 - A,PR IL 30. 
Large bedroom, huge walk in closet, 
private bathiPom, utilities, cable, 
water and trash included in rent. 
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of amenities. 
Call 407-384-7080. 
CAN'T BEAT THIS DEAL! 
Room avail in CVI beg. May 1st-Dec 
31st. $435/mo. incl all u!il, cable, high 
speed internet, & UNLIMITED MEAL 
PLAN! Please call Ryan@ 386-453-4470 
1bd/1ba in 4/4 with only one other 
roommate! All util. incl., W/D, cable, 
phone and high-speed Internet. 
$475/mo. Avail. Mid-April. F only. 
Call 321-663-0953. 
Largest Room in Furn. 4/4 Apt. at 
Boardwalk. 1st floor. All util. incl. Phone, 
W/D, cable & ethernet. F only. Beg. 
5/1/04. $485/mo. Call 386-295-4285 or 
email: natrellt@hotmail.com. 
Summer Sublease! 1/1 in 4/4 apt. 
across from UCF. Free shuttle, furn. 
room, pool, 3 HBO's, 3 friendly 
female roommates. $490/mo. incl. 
everything! Willing to work w/price. 
Call Alyssa 407-362-2596 or 
561-436-9362. 
Jefferson Commons avail. April 1st. Take 
over lease. 4/4 furn. w/ personal 
- bathroom, all util . incl. and free shuttle to 
UCF. Under $500/mo. One month free. 
Call 786-514-0713. 
Sublease @ University House, avail mid-
April $418/mo. includes all utilities, 
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle. 
Minutes from UCF! 
Please call 352-634-4792 
CAMDEN~ 
Living Excellence 
lm':I FOR RENT: ~Sublease 
Take Over My Lease! 
Need 1 N/S, Clean & quiet female for 
great 212 apt. @ Jefferson Commons. 
Utilities, ethemet, W/D, cable, etc. incl. 
Avail·. May 1st! $570/mo. Call 
407-381 -6035. 
Looking For Summer Housing?? 
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 @ Peg. Landing. All util. 
incl. Great roommates-Avail. ASAP! 
MUST SELL! - Lease ends 7/31/04. 
$480/mo. Call Angela f07-362-4258. 
Master bdrm/ private bath $380/mo. + 
1/2 util. no sec. dep! W/D, full kitchen, 
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July 
2004. Move in ASAP! Please call Lisa at 
407-923-8880. 
2nd floor bd w/ loft in a 4/2 in Jeff lofts. 
$500/mo for May - Aug 3, incl. all 
util. with ethemet, tanning and extras. 
BRAND NEW, clean, furn., great F 
roommates. Rent neg., 321-698-4591. 
Female to sublease room in 4/2. Cable, 
ethemet, furniture, and utilities included. 
Across from UCF, Northgate Apts. 
March free. $380/mo. 
Please call Erika 321-276-5761 
Sublease now in Boardwalk Apts. for M. 
1ST MONTH FREE!!! 
Min. to UCF!!! $495/mo. Fully furn., 
. water, electric and cable incl. Shuttle 
service. 
Call 407-'137-2732. 
1/1 Furnished in 4/4 Apt in Village 
at Alafaya Club. $479/mo. Incl. all 
utilit ies, cable, & shuttle. M only. 
Avail. May 1st for 3 months 
Call Ada~ (407) 313 - 8121 
1bd/1ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons. 
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.! All util. 
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free 
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call · 
Anthony at 954-461-6939. 
Pegasus Landing 
2/2 avail. ASAP thru July 
All util., ethernet, 3 HBO's, & much 
more!! No move-in fees! 
Call Jenn 321-213-0205 
1/1 in 4/4 apt. avail. now! Lease ends 
July 31st. $480/mo. incl. util., fully furn., 
cable, Internet, phone, UCF Shuttle, lots 
of amenities. F only. Mins. from UCF will 
discount. Call 321-754-1930. 
Summer Sublease. May 1st - Jul. 31st. 
Large Bedroom in 3/2 w/ walk-in closet. 
Share apt. w/ 2 F roommates. $400/mo. 
incl. every1hing!!! Riverpark Apts. 3 mi. 
from campus. Call 813-842-9371 . 
COUCH & LOVESEAT 
All new matching Italian leather set. 
Can deliver, $895. 
407 -275-7626 
·500 Watt Sony Receiver, 
8" subwoofer, 5 speakers & 4 stands, 
$150. Big blue w/beige border rug, 
$25. Must sell! Call Sam at 
407-709-5098. 
BEDROOM SET 
6 pieces, new in boxes. $450 
407 -275-0612 
BED - Brand new double-sided queen 
pillow-top set, with warranty, can deliver, 
$110. 407-275-0935 
Fabric and clothing design 
Kristina Fecik 
3338 Arden Villas Blvd., #12 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Call 321-917-9962. 
Mazda Miata. 2001 LS. Red w/ tan 
top, 6 speed, excellent cond. 50,000 
ml. $13,000. Call Lou at 
407-275-7578 evenings. 
'88 Buick Regal. 2 door. 52,000 original 
miles. 2 tone paint. Completely restored. 
$4000. Call 321-235-5941 for details. 
SCOOTERS 
Lot's of fun and great gas saver. Easy 
to park around campus or apt. 
complex. No motorcycle insurance or 
helmet req. (but recommended). 
Prices start from $650.00+ Call 
321·663-6359 or E-mail 
salepblc01@msn.com. 
No homeowner's association. 
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500. 
Call for appointment 407-384-6641. 
2/2 Condo. Gated Community. Incl. all 
appliances. Pool and Jacuzzi. Newly 
painted. Clo~ to UCF, 417&408. 
www.buyowner.,com. ID# 21834. 
Call 407-275-g093. 
Casselberry 2/1 condo for sale. 
Completely renovated in community w/ 
lake access. Easy access to major roads 
& transportation. $78,900. Please call 
Melissa w/ Legacy@ 407-341-0330 
COMMUNITY 
You're going to l.ove TIVOLI 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Washington and 
Shore 
7 Obtain 
10 Plunking sound 
14 Routinized 
15 Lion's name 
16 Stood up 
17 Locomotive 
18 Suburban , 
Chicago college 
20 Think alike 
22 "On Golden 
Pond"s1ars 
23 Vocalized grunt 
26 "Gentle _ " 
27 Fruit cock1ail 
brand 
28 Dog Star 
30 Angler's pole 
31 Altar words 
34 Polynesian 
island group 
35 Iridescent gems 
37 Wager 
38 Numskull 
39 Caddie's carr¥ 
40 Nest noise 
42 Actress Ruby 
43 Ships' tillers 
45 Vast multi1ude 
46 Acous1ic organ 
47 Bread choice 
48 More minute 
50 Kernel 
@ 2004 Tribunt' Media Servlcea, Inc. 
All rights teaerved. 
51 Small creature 
52 Classified _ 
53 _emptor 
56 Baleen whale 
food 
58 Scottish port 
60 Share a book 
project 
64 Dross 
65 Theater sign 
letters 
66 Thyroid 
treatment 
67 Racer Petty 
68 Put a strain on 
69 Stupefied slate 
6 Multi-speaker 
system 
7 Merriment 
8 Slippery fish 
9 Stupid person 
10 Former plum 
11 Lady's mate 
12 Greek peak 
13 Teacher's 
favorites 
19 Has the right to 
speak 
21 Honored 
23 Positive aspect 
24 Premium quality 
25 More cozy 
27 Don Garlits, e.g. 
29 Act dovish 
31 Portugal's 
peninsula 
32 Transferred 
Sponsored by 
~~rfe.~t~ ~mm ting 
407-677-4077 
BUSINESS .CARDS 
GRADUATIONS 
WEDDING & MORE 
DOWN property 49 Bring out 57 Clytemnestra's 
1 Conk out 33 Web-footed 50 Worsted cloth mother 
2 Travel stop rompers 53 Wine barrel 59 Pi1cher's·S1at 
3 Pester 36 Singer Tillis 54 Skillfully 61 Racket 
4 Diva's number 41 Carried the day 55 Cutlet meat 62 Business abbr. 
5 Dangled like a 44 Driver's license 56 Fort In 63 Place to drive 
sword? requirement Kentucky from 
Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 3/25 
Just 7 min. off UCF. 3/2, family room and 
2 car garage. Alarm, sprinkler system 
and eat-in-kitchen. $161 ,000. Cail for 
appt. after 5 p.m. at 407-359-1939 
2Bd/2Ba Condo For Sale 
Beautiful lake view located 2 min. from 
UCF. Tile floors & Berber carpet, Screen 
porch. Hurry it won't last long! 
$107,900 Call 407-310-6583 
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL? 
We can help free of charge! Contact the 
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at 
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com. 
Florida Dating Online for Singles at UCF 
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches. 
Mention you are a UCF ·student and 
receive free 30 day membership. 
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com. 
GotComputer Bugs? 
Does your computer need a tune-up? 
We can help improve your computer's 
performance & install latest software to 
insure your computer will stay clean. 
Don't Delay! Call 407-808-6309 or 
visit www.gotcomputerbugs.com. 
ACADEMIC TUTORING 
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 
GAE, etc. In home services avail. 
Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650 
or e-mail lbgtutor@yahoo.com. 
Do you need help with Spanish 
classes or projects? Spanish student · 
can help you. Call me now at 
407-719-4307. 
A 1 Emu Oil Products! 
Sunburn? Pain? Call 
888-437-9185. 
LongviewFarms.com. 
Term Paper Help 24/7 
Papetexperts.com will help you with 
writing, editing or college applications. 
All subjects/all levels. 
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or 
paperexperts.com to place your order. 
NEED A LAWYER? 
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service 
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, 
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
1-800-733-5342. 
GET$$$$ 
www.CreditFN.com 
" Credit Cards 
" Debt Consolidation 
"Loans 
T.utoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate. 
Call Harel (407) 362-2726. 
mo RETAIL . 
HEARING LOSS? 
Save big bucks. Go to ourweb site at 
www.hearingaidswholesale.com 
500 
$450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling 13onus 
4 hours of your group's time PLUS 
our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1 ,000-$2,000 in 
earnings for your group. Call TODAY 
for a $450 bonus when you schedule 
your non-sales fundraiser with 
CampusFundraiser. Contact 
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, 
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. 
KA0 
Come support Kappa Alpha Theta's 
philanthropy for C.A.S.A March 27 from 
12-4 p.m. at Lake Claire with food, fun 
and games. 
KA SHAMROCK 
Kappa Delta would like to thank 
all the runners that participated in the 
Shamrock 5k run. 
Love, The Ladies of Kappa Delta 
Teach in Japan I 
AEON Corp. is recruiting 
individuals to teach English 
in one of our 300 schools 
located throughout Japan. 
Recruiting 
in FLORIDA 
April 18-20 
Spring '04 grads earning 
BA/BS. Competitive salary, 
housing assist., furn'd apt. 
Please send resume & 1 
page essay entitled, 
i'Why I Want to Live & 
Work in Japan" 
by April 9th to: 
AEON 
230 Park Ave., #1000 
New York, NY 10169 
or email material's to: 
aeonnyc@aeonet.com 
*Word or PDF files only. 
www.aeonet.com 
RedWeek.com: 
Marketplace for travelers 
and owners. Rent, sell , buy. 
Timeshare resort reviews. 
RedWeek.com. 
SURF COSTA RICA FREE! 
Waves-Parties-Adventures-Friends 
Set up 3 Vacations - Get 1 FREE 
Get your friends on board NOW 
lnfo@CostaRicaSurfAdventure.com 
New York only $69 each way tax 
included. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book on-line at 
www.airtech.com or 
call (212) 219·7000. 
fllI!J WORSHIP 
• Ample Parking • 24hr Fitn~ss Center ·Volleyball/Basketball 
· ·Pool & Gazebo· Giant Home Theater • UCF Shuttle Bus 
APARTMENTS 
HUGf 1,23&4 
Bedroom Luxury Apartments 
IS HEAVEN FOR REAL???? 
www.isheaven4real.com 
24 lesson bible prophecy course. 
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready. 
www.bibleuniverse.com 
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL 
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester 
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF 
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m. 
· • Private Bath Per Bedroom • Huge Closets • Ceiling Fans 
• Monitored Alarms· Ethernet & Cable In Every Room 
•Washer/Dryer• Ice Maker ·Microwave 321-765-1111 
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m. 
www.bishoplc.com 
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL" 
4284 Spoleto Circle ·Oviedo, FL 32765 
Jl2 mile east on Mc.~ulloch Rd. Visit our website at www.emmergroup.com 
* Good for j ew rentals only 
G) Looking For Business Managers. Serious inquiries 
please. Second Income Part/full 
time 1-866-241-2115. 
H Ul AOOllU 
"""""""" 
, 
Wi.\per Pabns 
' A"PAaT•tllf NO•I• 
HUGE and luxurious 
1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom beautiful 
apartment homes 
407-282-1227 
Office Hours: M-F 9-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun 12-5 
·European-Style Cabinetry 
• Designer Track Lighting 
• Generous Cabinet & Counter Space 
• 12"xl 2" Ceramic Tile Entry, 
Kitchen and Baths 
•Garden Tubs with Shower 
•Spacious Tile Showers with Glass 
Enclosure 
• Spacious Walk-In Closets 
• B~rber Carpeting with Padding in 
All Bedrooms 
• Individually Controlled Alarm Systems 
• Intercom System in Select Homes 
• Pine Forest and Lake Views 
s~cluded lux!Jry. 
city convenience. 
• 24-Hour Controlled Electronic Entry 
Gates Equipped with Tele-Entry 
Cameras and Intercom 
• Large Sparkling Pool with Outside 
Shower 
·Whirlpool Spa & Spacious Sun.deck 
• Covered Pool Pavilion 
·Social Area with BBQ Grills 
• Fenced Childrens'Tot Lot 
•Conveniently Located to Exclusive 
Shopping, Fine Dining and Major 
Employers 
·Full-Size Washer and Dryer Included 
• 24-Hour Fitness Center 
• Pre-Wired for High Speed Internet 
• A-Rated Schools 
• Pets Welcome* 
• Attached and Detached Garages 
•Full-Time On-Site Management and 
Maintenance 
·Premium Energy-Efficient White-on-
White GE® Appliances, 
. Including Microwaves 
• 10 Spacious Floor Plans 
* restrictions apply 
® ' ~ 
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• 
Froni Orlando, take the East-West Expressway (408) east to 
Alafaya Trail (S.R.434). Turn right, and proceed 3 miles south. 
At Wisper Palm~ you will enjoy the security and convenience of driving into your own private remote controlled garage 
and entering your townhome apartment without exposure to the outside elements. 
Your new home at Wisper Palms will be on your right. 
Earn up to $1~/hr. 
TatkAmerica needs confident, friendly people to assist with 
new customer ac~ounts. Earn up tp $14/hr~ with the chance 
for an increase after 90 days. 
Great Company, Great Benefits 
I 
Talk Ameri.ca is an award-winning phone service provider 
with outstanding employee be~efits: 
• $200 sign-on bQnus 
• Medical & dental coverag-e 
~aid vacation & holidays 
•401k 
• Over~ime opportunities 
• P rt-time shifts available 
Call us today: 1-407-313-1391 
Or walk in to apply at: 
. 
12001 Science Drive, Orlando, FL 32826 
Talk America is an equal opportunity employer and 
promotes a drug-free work environment. 
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